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!'fhe Liberty Boys At the Great Fire
OR, EXCITING TIMF.S IN OLD NEW YORK
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER !.-The Enemy Threatens the City.
Boom ! There was a sound of cannonading at
tke upper part of the city of New York one
sultry September morning, and at once great excitement followed. The sound continued, and
seemed to come from both the Hudson and the
East rivers, as well as from the shore itself.
There was fighting going on somewhere in the
upper part of New York island, and there was
firing from the ships of the two rivers.
The British held Long Island, had their ships
fn the bay and up both rivers, and had for some
ime occupied Staten Island. They were now
menacing the city and island of New York, and
the patriot army was in great danger. General
Israel Putnam was in command of the five thousand troops in the city, and at once he looked for
orders from the commander-i n-chief, who was at
the upper end of the island. The excitement in
the city grew apace, people hurrying from their •
houses, many carrying valuables, while some
simply ran about in terror; troops hastening to
various points, messengers flying here and there,
and everything noise, bustle and confusion. On
lower Broadway, in the city, near the Bowling
Green, were three or four handsome looking boys
in Continental uniform, one of whom had a sword
and wore the dress of a captain. Such was his
rank, in fact, he being the captain of the Liberty Boys, a band of one hundred sterling young
p atriots, organized by him to aid in the cause of
American independence . His name was Dick
Slater, and his companions were Ben Spurlock,
H arry Judson and Sam Sanderson, all Liberty
Boys. The troop was encamped at the upper part
of the Commons, above the city, the four boys
having gone down to seek information regarding
the intentions of the enemy, that very morning.
There had been disturbing rumors that an attack was shortly to be made on the city, and the
boys had gone to investigate them, and see how
much truth there was in them. The sudden
booming of cannon at the upper part of the
island, at Kip's bay and other points, told them
that the rumors had not been exaggerated. The
boys were excited, of course, but not incapacitated.
"Quick, boys,'' said Dick. " We must go up to
t he camp at once and get ready to leave the city
or fight, as we are ordered."
The boys had come down on horseback, but
had left their animals at an inn, not far from
the lower p art of the Commons. They at once

went hurrying up Broadway, so as to get the
horses and get to the camp with all haste. At
Trinity Church they became separated by the
crowd of men running up from the river in great
excitement. Dick, Harry and Ben were together,
but Sam was by himself. Suddenly, to Dick's
astonishment , he was attacked by three or four
men, wh& tried to seize him. Ben and Harry went
to Dick's assistance immediately, handling the
men roughly. Sam also tried to help Dick, but
could not reach· him on account of the crowd,
which increased every moment. Dick was seized
and hurried down ,the street, Ben and Harry
fighting bravely to release him. Then Harry was
seized and hurried away with Dick, Ben being
knocked down and temporarily stunned by a blow
on the head. Sam, seeing Dick captured, and
realizing the futility of attempting to rescue him
at this time, hurried away to get some of the
Liberty Boys to .go to Dick's assistance. Ben
recovered himself and rose to his feet just in
time to see Dick and Harry being hurried down
Thames street toward the river. Ben saw the men
take Dick and Harry down the street, but could
not see where they stopped on account of the
increased crowd. Then an evil-looking man stepped up to him and said, gruffly:
"You want to get out of here just as soon as
you know how, you young rebel, or you'll find
yourself in hot water. We don't want rebels in
the city, so get out!"
He attempted to push Ben aside, but the plucky
fellow promptly struck him a stinging blow in
the face, and answered:
"Take that, you big brute! I have as much
right in the city as yourself, and perhaps ·more,
·
so mind what you are about."
The fellow was highly astonished at Ben's acts
and words and struck at him furiously. Ben was
quite able to take care of himself, however, and
not only parried the blow, but put in another on
the man's jaw, which staggered him, Others
were coming up, however, and Ben had to fall
back. In the distance he saw Sam, and called to
him. Sam heard him and waited for him to
come up. Some of the newcomers seized Ben,
however, and hurried him away. Although he had
defended himself valiantly against the Tory, the
blow on the head he had r eceived now began to
tell on him, and he 'felt weak and sick, and almost ready to drop.
"Djck is down in Thames str~t, get the
boys--"
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Ben h4d no time to say more, the Tories hurrying him away. They ran down Thames street
with him and then into Lumber street, to <'. foul
smelling, tumbledown old rookery, opposite the
sugar house, where he was taken into a rear
l'OOm.
"~am

is free, at any rate," Ben thought, "and
will tell the ·boys of Dick's p'.ight, so that they
cun rescue him. As soon as 1 get away from
here, I'll try and h eip, myself."
He fel t weak yet, huwevcr, and knew that he
wouid lia.ve to feel bette:i: before he could do
anything, even to·,var·d effecting his own release.
There was only one window in the room, and
this was quite high, but there was a table. in
the place, and he could climb on this, and see
out. Pulling the table under the window, Ben
stood on it, intending to look out and see where
he was, but he had just reached the window,
when down went the table with a crash, and he
was thrown to the floor.
"H'm.! rotten, like these Tories' morals,'' he
laughed, as he picked himself up and brushed
the dust from his clothes. There was a noise
outside, and the turning of a key in the leek.
Ben Spurlock was a resourceful boy, a s were
many of the young patriots. The table was a
wreck, but ther e were two or three good sized
pieces left, and Ben picked up a leg. Standing
up on one side, he waited f~: the door to upen.
"I'll settle you, con_found you for a young
rebel!" someone growled. "I'll learn you to go
smashing--"
A s he came rushing angrily into the room, like
a raging bull, Ben hit him a swinging blow on
the head with the t able leg, which felled him
in an instant. Pulling the man well inside, Ben
now hurried out, locking the door and taking the
xey.
" By the time he comes to himself, I will be far
enough away to be safe," he said, as he made
his way toward the street. He heard someone
coming, and then heard the man in the room
shouting hoarsely.
He had the table leg :;till in his hand, and now,
as a heavily b1.1ilt man suddenly rushed out at
him from one of the rooms in front, Ben suddenly used it with great force. The man got a
blow on the arm which made him howl and
jump aside at a lively i·ate. Then Ben ran out,
dropping the table leg, for which he had no
more use. The man raised an alarm, but Ben
wus now out of the house and safe from capture.·
"Now to try and find Dick,'' he said, as he vvent
out of the foul street into one only a little less
so. He looked up and down, but did not see any
of the men who had attacked them, although
there were a number of men about. Hunying
up Broadway, he saw Sam coming toward him
with three or four of the Liberty Boys.

CHAPTER II.-The Evac:rn.t ion of New York.
Dick and Harry were h1,lrried down Tha mes
street by the Tories, who kept on till they r-:!ached
the river.
"These fellows a.re worth money ,..to u s,'' said
Bil} Puddles, "or one of them is, at any rate,
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and maybe the other is, for all we know. \Ve'
take them over to the ships and collect it."
'l'here was a boat approaching from one o
the ships in the river, and one of the men said
"There are some redcoats now. We'll tell th
captain who the rebel is, and he'll take care
him."
"Not till he pays u s the reward, he y;on't l
growled a noth er.
Tne bun ;,;,. r. c3.ined two or three redcoats and
number of saiiors, and wr,s making for the nea.
est point. The men hurr!<> d alongshore to mee
it as it landed, taki1;g Dick and Harry wit
them. There was n o ch~rnce for the boys to e
cape, as the men kept too t ight a hold upo
them, besi des surrounding them . They reachc4
the boat as it touched the shore, and Bill Puddle~
one of Dick's captors, said:
"This is Dick Slater, the rebel spy, and ther
is a rew:lrd for him, and we want it."
"Well, well, I have offered it, so get out d
the way and put the rebel in jail or in Tophe(
for all of me!" stormed a gouty, overbearinj
redcoat, stepping out.
The others foilowed, and the Tories were rude!
pushed aside. Dick and Harry would have e
caped in the confusion, but now another par
of redcoats appeared ::nd joined the first. B
Pudd!es and the other Tories were bustled o
of the w ay, and D ick and Harry we re taken
a hou se on Pearl street, where they were lock
up.
"'Ne will attend to you young rebels at o~
leisure," said one of the redcoats, "but just no
we are too busy taking possession of your city
"Take all the time you want, sir,'! replied Die
"There is really no h aste."
"Silence !" thundered' the gouty redcoa t, w
was one 1'!::.tjor li odJ, and a most irascible o
party, with a temper of him own. "Rebels shou
be seen, but not heard ."
"You will hear from u s before the war is ove
major," returned Dick. "V.!e do not intend
remain silent, by any means."
Major Dodd S:.1W that Dick h a d the best
him, an d his temper was not impro.,-ed by t
knowledge. He scowled at the young patriot a
said, with a snarl:
"Lock the two young rebels up, and if a
cf you allows them to escape, he will be cas!-lier
Dick and Harry were left to themselves iu
rear roem on the ground floor, the door bei
locked on the outside. Later the boys heard t
key turn in the lock, and supposed that so
of the r edcoats were coming in to see them,
ascertain if they were still safe under lock a
key. Very much to their surprise, therefore, t~
saw, not a redcoat, but a very pretty young gi
"Are ynu two boys r ebels?" she asked in
tone of great astonishment.
"No, we are not," Dick returned, •'but the r
coats call us that. They have not been prope
educated, that is why."
"But you are not redcoats?''.
"No, indeed, we are not. 'Ve are patri
fighting for American independence. The Bri ·
would keep u s under the i:ulc of a tyrant,
we are determined to resist it to the end."
"I am Patience Golding, and this is our ho
we are loyal subjects of the king, and have
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been so, but I think that we have some main body of the Liberty Boys up to the other
end of the island under the direction of Mark
At that moment one of the redcoats came hur- Morrison, who was thoroughly trustworthy, and
•iw..•n. into the room and said in a tried tone: had a good knowledge of the interior of the
• ou must not come in here, miss. These young island, an unknown country to many native New
s are prisoners, and must not see company." Yorkers. Bob himself would not leave until he
"I shall go anywhere I choose, in my own had rescued Dick, the two boys being the closest
)louse!" indignantly. "I like your impudence! of friends, like brothers, in fact.
They expected to be such some day, indeed the
How dare you tell me what I can or cannot do?"
"I beg your pardon, miss, but those are our sister of each being the sweetheart of the other.
"Go up and change your clothes, and then meet
orders, and must be obeyed without question."
"They are not my orders, then, and I shall do me at the old church as soon as possible," said
as I please in my own home, without orders from Bob to Ben and the others.
"But what will you do, Bob?" asked Ben. "It
outsiders."
"Then we shall have to put the rebels in an- is as dangerous .for you as it is for me, in uniother room, and you must not enter it," the red- form."
"I suppose it is," with a laugh, "but I won't go
coat said.
He was evidently unused to have his orders dis- too far. I want to get a look at the enemy and
obeyed, and did not quite know what to make of see how many there are, if possible, so as t~ act
accorqingly."
it.
"The Tories and Loyalist sympathizers are as
"I will see if I cannot go into any room I
troublesome, if not more so, than the redcoats"
choose," said the girl, as she went out.
'
"And she said her name was Patience!" said said Will Freeman, a Westchester boy.
"The Tories are probably more troublesome
Harry, when the redcoat had gone.
"What's in a name?" returned Dick, smiling. than others," said Bob, "and we will avoid them.
"I wonder if we could depend on her to get Hurry, however, and I will join you as soon as
away? She is out of patience with those red- I can. If you s~e anything of Dick, keep an eye
. on him all you can, and let me know."
coats."
Then the boys hurried away to one place · and
"Yes, but she is a Tory, and might not help
us, although she would resent being dictated to another, where they could procure a change of
clothing, while Bob went on. He had not gone
by the redcoats."
"No, perhaps not, and these fellows will be any farther than Trinity Church, however, before the redcoats got too thick for him, and he
-keeping a strict watch."
: "Bob and the boys will be looking for us, had to beat a hasty retreat. One pompous felHarry, but at the same time we must do some- low, who was no other than Major Dodd, in fact,
said to him, as the others began to appear:
thing for ourselves."
"Disperse, you young rebels! If I mistake not,
The Liberty Boys ware doing something for ! have captured :fOUr captain, and I will have you
Dick and Harry, sure enough. Ben Spurlock, m custody also, m a ·moment. Hello! arrest this
hurrying away from the Tories, met Sam and young villain and--"
"Villain yourself!" sputtered Bob. "Take that,
some of the boys hastening to his relief.
"Dick and Harry have been captured," said you old powder puff and wool sack."
With that the fiery young lieutenant seized the
Ben, "but I do not know where they have been
taken. I had some trouble with the Tories my- major's nose and gave it an unmerciful tweak,
self, and when I got away, Dick had disappeared." and then took to his heels, laughing heartily.
"Where were you when you had the trouble?"
asked Sam.
"Down on Th;,mes street, just below where we
CHAPTER !IL-Trying to Help Dick.
were separated.'
"Then we must go back there. Bob has orders
There was a cozy little tavern, up near the
to leave the city, bu,t he won't go without Dick.
It won't be safe for all the boys to stay, though, Commons, where Bob was well known, having
often visited it before the war, when on visits
and the biggest part are on their way :now."
Ben led the way to the scene of the disturbance, to the city, and here he procured a suit of ordinary clothing , putting his uniform in a safe place
but nothlng was seen of the two boys.
"It will be too warm for us here, shortly, and till he should need it.
"I must tell the boys of that consequential old
I think we had better get away and put on
major and have them watch him," h e said to
disguises."
"I guess Bob will do so, if he sees the red- hiP~ ~ elf. "If he has taken Dick, he has probably
put him in a safe place of his own until he can
_coats," declared Sam.
The redcoats caught sight of the boys and came collect the reward offered by General Howe. The
old rascal is actuated more by love of gain than
on at a rush, firing a volley.
by love of country, I'll warrant."
· The boys returned this, and then fell back.
Having assumed his disguise, looking now like
The redcoats did not pursue them, thinking
that they had dispersed the young patriots, and a boy of the city, Bob took his way down to the
that they would not return. The boys themselves old church, as Trinity was called, St. Paul's, at
did not care to come back until .they had accom- the edge of the Commons, being the new church.
At Maiden Lane he met a jolly looking Irish
plished something, which they could not do without disguises. The redcoats had not spread as boy and a fat German, and said to them:
"I see that you have changed your clothes, boys,
far as the Commons as yet, and the boys were
safe there. They found Bob, who had sent the and in good time, too. Jove! I'm glad I met you

ts."
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l\Vhen I did. Do you see that important looking
officer coming through Maiden Lane?"
"Sure Oi do, sor," answered Patsy, with a
grin. "Oi wondher does he own it, or is he only
thinki n' of buyin'?" ·
"Quick, boys, follow the cld humbug, and see
where he goes. He has captured Dick, and we
must know where he has put him."
Major Dodd had turned down Broadway by
this time, and Patsy and Carl follow ed him at a
safe distance. They were comical fellows, being
the chief funmakers of the camp, and they were
thoroughly trustworthy, and Bob could have got
no h~t ter ho ~·~ for the job than they. No one
would take them for soldiers, as they looked
just then, and they were not suspected as they
followed the major leisurely down Broadway.
The 1n a.ivr had to stop at this tavern and that,
however, Rn d it was almost noon when the two
comical Liberty Boys saw him enter a house in
P ea r l street, in sight of the Bowling Green.
"So it's there ye live, ye cwld omadhaun, is
it?" said Patsy to himself. ·"Oi'll bear it in moind.
Kape the house in yer eye, Cookyspiller, so ye'll
not forget it."
They waited in a shady place near the house
till they saw Sam, and then told him of it.
"If the old rascal lives there, we must watch
it,'' Sam declared, "and we may get sight of
Dick."
Sam went away and the two funny f ellows
found a cool place where they could wait without
attracting attention, and yet k eep a watch upon
the house. It was quite sultry now, and there
were few pe0ple stirring, so that the boys could
keep up their watch unmolested.
An hour or more later they saw the pompous
major come out in a very angry mood, muttering to himself, and shaking his fist at some imagin ary foe.
"The saucy young rebels," he sputtered. "I'll
fix things for them or I am n•t Major Dodd,
of the Royal Fusileers! Snub me, will they?
Well, I think not."
"Sur e the owld rascal is in a foine timper over
something," muttered Patsy. "Oho! there's Ben
himself. Stay there, me boy, till Oi run an' t ell
him that this is the owld vilyan an' th:it he do
have the captain himself in quod in the house.
Patsy then went on, but in such haste, or perhaps purposely, that he ran against the irate
major and upset him in the street.
"Sure Oi beg yer pardon, sir, but if ye didn't
take up the whole of the ·street, as if ye had all
the roights, insoide an' out, it niver would have
happened, bad cess to ye!" was Patsy's apology,
as he hurried on.
He left the fussy major to pick himself up as
best he might, and going up to Ben, said hastily
to him, in a low tone:
"Do ye moind the owld scaramouch that Oi did
be upsettin'? Well, h e's Major Dodd, of the R'yal
Fusileers, no less, an' he do have the captain a
prisoner in the house beyant."
"Thank you, Patsy,'' said B~n. "Go right on
as if you were on your way somewhere, and I wilf
keep watch on the house. I expect Sam and one
of the rest shortly."
Ben wat ched the h ouse and Patsy and Carl fol-

lowed the major at a distance till they could find
some of the boys and point out the self-important officer to them.
There was a small but shady garden back of
the house where Dick and Harry were prisoners
and after a time the lieutenant came in and said;
"If you ·wi sh, you may go out for a time· in
the garden. That is all the freedom we can' allow you, however."
The boys went out into the garden, where it
was delightfully cool and shady, especially for the
city. They had seated themselves when Patience
came out, seeming very glad to see them.
"It is very pleasant out here, don't you think?"
she a sked.
"Yes, very," replied Dick.
"And the company is much preferable to what
we had inside," said Harry, with a smile.
The girl sat down and they were all talking
together ·a s social as could be at once. Then
Major Dodd came out, ogled Patrence, scowled
at the boys, and then snarled:
"B e off with you, you young rebels! How dare
you come out here where I am? Be off with you,
I say!"
"If you will think a moment, sir, you will re•
collect that we were here first," answered Dick.
"Don't you speak to your superior officer lik
that," you puppy!" the major stormed, gettin
reel in the face. "Be off, I say! I wish to be alon
with the young woman."
"But the young woman does not wish to b
.alone with you," interposed P atience. "I thin
it very rud e of you, to break up our conversation
and you are a very dis~re eable old man!"
The r edcoat became furious and thundered:
"Be off, I say! I am your superior officer
and--"
"You are a superior officer, sir, but not mine,'
answ(!red Dick. "Vv e owe you no respect as Ion
as you ·do nothing to deserve it, and I must as
you n:>t to annoy the young lady by forcing you
company upon her."
"Never mind him, Captain," said Patience. "I
we pay no attention to him , he may go away."
The major, finding himself most decided!
snubbed, made some angry remark and applied a
offensive epithet to Dick. The young patrio
arose, took the angry redcoat by the collar an
led him out of t]l.e garden, saying:
"No one shall use such language in a lady'
presence if I can prevent it, sir, and you will se
that I can."
The major went away in a rage, and it wa
not long afterward that the jolly Irish boy, o
guard outside, saw him come out in a most angr
mood. The boys then went back to the heuse, bu
the major did not visit them, although they hear
him storming about the place. Before they e
tered the house again Patience gave Dick a glanc
which sho wed him that, Tory though she wa
she would help them if she could.
CHAPTER IV.- A Cheering Piece of Inform
ti on.
The Liberty Boys trying to help Dick did n
get a glimpse of him that day, but they kne
that he was still in the house in Pearl street, a
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at was someth ing. By evenin g the city was full
redcoat s, and the boys were obliged to exercis e
ution, for fear of being recogn ized. With Bob
stabroo k, workin g for the release of Dick and
arry were Sam, Ben and Will, Patsy an<l Carl,
d Phil Waters , Paul Benson , Arthur Macka y
d Ezra Barbou r, all plucky and thoroug hly deoted to Dick. The Liberty Boys all stood by
ch other, and if the humble st membe r of the
oop were in peril, the others would go to his
lief as readily as if it had been Dick himsel f,
d Dick was just as ready to help every boy in
e compan y. There were several places in the
ty whe1:e the boys could stay withou t being suscted, and Bob scatter ed them about, so as not
have too many in one locality . After dark,
ob, Ben and Sam ' were in a tavern near the
owling Green, not sitting togethe r, nor recogn izg each other, howeve r, but ready to help each
her in case of necessi ty. Bob was by h.imsel:f
t a table in a corner, within easy acce3s to a
oor, Ben and Sam being within a short distanc e
him. In a short time two or three men entered
nd sat at a t able close to Bob, who at once knew
ne of the men to be Bill Puddle s. Ben had decribed the man to -him, and then one of the others
id, with a snarl, as he sat down:
"You muddle d things up, Dill Puddle s, letting
e redcoa ts get hold of them prisone rs of ours.
ov.; we don't get the reward , and all throug h
·
ou."
"I didn't muddle things any more than yon or
he rest, Sam," snarled Bill. "The redcoa ts took
he rebels right away from us, and we had nothg to say about it. I guess we can put in our
!aim for the reward , if they did. I know our
ights, I guess."
"Mayb e you do, but you don't know where the
risoner s are, and that's the main thing. How
re ·we going to put in a claim if we haven' t got
he prisone rs, and don't know where they are?
bey'I! say we let them escape , and that we're
ot entitled to any reward ."
"Well; I did know where they were put, but
hey change d them, and I don't know where they
e TI0'\\1. "
Then Bill happen ed to look at Ben, and in a
.
oment stared at him, and finally said:
"Have n't I seen you before somew here, young
ir?''
"Possib ly," returne d Ben, careles sly. "My unle keeps the Bridew ell. I see the prisone rs quite
ften. When did they let them out? Was it
his week or last?"
Bill scowle d, and the others laughe d boister ousy at his expens e. The Tories went out in a few
1inutes , and in a short time Bob followe d, there
eing nothin g that he could learn in the place.
e found Ben•an d Sam in the street, and they
alked toward Pearl street, where Will and Arhu1· had already gone to try and see if they
could learn anythin g of Dick and Harry. They
ould learn nothing that night, ho wever, :rnd de·ermine d to try a g ain the next mornin g. Then
1'.1:ark came down from the upper part of the isl and with three of the Liberty Boys, the party
h aving made their way throug h the lines at diferent points.. The British now had two lines
the
rawn right across the island, to preven t The
merica ns from getting down to the city.
patriot s were at Harlem Height s and at Fort
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\.':'a.shington, the plains being a neutra l ground
d1v1ding the t wo armies . Mark and the others
were greatly disappo inted to learn that Dick and
Harry were still prisone rs, and were ready to do
all they could to help the others, Mark being now
set to watch the house, as he was not likely to
be suspec ted, not having been there before.
Dick and Harry did not see the girl again till
and then for a short time only. She came
mto the garden , walked slowly past the window
and said:
"I would like to help you, but how can I do
it?"
"If you should chance to see · any strang e boys
and
watchi ng the house, attract their attenti on they
ask them if they are looking for me. Then ·
may tell you what you can do."
"But do they know that you are here?"
"If one did, the others would soon know it. I
do not know if they do, but they will do all they
can to find out, and it may be that they have
already discove red this place."
"Then I will look for strang e boys, but suppos e
I make a mistak e and get hold of a Tory boy? I
don't know all the boys in the city."
"Very true, but if you see any boy who seems
to be watchi ng this house, say to him: 'Are you
looking for Dick?' and if he is, he will tell you
quick enough ."
"Very good, I will look for them," answer aj
Patienc e, and then she went on, and the boys did
not see he1· for a long time.
Then she came past the window and said:
"I cannot get to the front of the house. These
let
redcoa ts have taken all the rooms and won't am
me go out. They say it is danger ous, but I
afraid that they fca1· I may see someon e."
"Neve r mind, Patienc e," said Dick. "We may
find a means of letting the boys know where we
are, for all these redcoa ts."
"Very good,- and I will help you. I don't like
the redcoa ts, even if I am 'a loyal subject , and I
think that that gouty old major is simply insufferable ."
"Yes, he is a pompo us old humbu g, but tbe
lieuten ant is a very decent sort of fellow. "
"Yes, he is a!! right, I suppos e, but he is a
man, nd I would rather talk to boys," blushin g.
"So I suppos e," smiling . "You manag ed it
very well this afterng on, so that we could stay
outside."
Patienc e smiled, but, as there was someon e
coming , she was new obliged to go away, and the
boys did not see her again that night. In the,
mornin g they were allowed to go in the garden
where they r emaine d till noon, seeing nothing
of the girl, ho wever. They saw the lieuten ant
now and then, and once he said to them :
"If you will enlist with us you will be set free,
but I don't suppos e you will , from what I have
seen of you ."
"You have jt1dged U!? quite correct ly," with a
smile. "We do not intend to earn oi:r freedom
by turning tl'ators , not if we never get it."
"I have not a sked you to do so," smiling .
"No, and I think you see how useless it would
be."
"Utter ly so, I can readily unders tand."
Di ck said nothing , and the lieuten ant presen tly
resume d:
~vening,
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"The major is keeping y-0u a prisoner here for
a purpose of his own, I believe. Ordinarily you
w-0uld have been turned over at once."
· "Yes, there has been a reword offered by General Howe for my capture, and I think that the
major wants it. 1' he general is very busy now, I
suppose, and the major would be unable to receive attention."
"Yes, there is great bustle and confusion everywhere. We shall not stay here, it is likely, when
matters get settled."
The lieutenant then went away, and when they
next saw him he simply nodded, but said nothing.
"Why do they let us stay here so long, do you
suppose, Captain?" asked Harry at length.
"Perhaps for f ear we may escape if we are
at the front of the house, and very likely because
the major does not want everyone to know that
we are here, for f ear that someone else may get
ahead of him in claiming the reward."
"The old fellow is a rascal himself, and thinks
everybody else is," with a laugh.
"That is about right, I am afraid. I am glad
that we are here, however, for it gives the boys
more chance to rescue us than if we were in one
of the city prisons."
"Can't we do something -0urselves ?"
"I don't know, but if I see an opportunity, I will
seize it, you may be sure."
"I kno w that," with a laugh.
They were sent into the house at noon, but
came out again in an hour, having had their dinner in the meantime. They were allowed to remain in the garden until sunset, just before which
time Patience appeared and said:
"There are two or three boys haunting the
house , but I have not been able to get speech with
any of them as yet."
"Do so, if you can, for they are probably some
of the Liberty Boys."
CHAPTER V.-An Alarm In The Night.
The next day Patsy learned from an Irish
servant girl that the boys were still captives in
the house, and Patsy communicated the fact to
t he boys who were still watching the house. When
he heard this Bob said:
"Be at the tavern at the Commons at ten
o'clock. We must try and get Di~ and Harry
out to-night."
·
Bob and Mark remained near the house for a
time, but were finally obliged to leave it, as there
were a good many redcoats about, and some of
these looked at them suspiciously. Then one of
them, the major, in fact, threatened them with
the Bridewell if they did not go away.
"You need not get into a fit over it," answered
Bob. "We are not so anxious for your company."
Then they went away, anrl proceeded leisurely
up Broadway and so on ,to 'the tavern. At ten
o'clock all the boys were there in a priyate room,
free from interruption. The landlord knew that
Dick was a prisoner, and was r eady to do all he
could to assist the boys. _
"I don't know thal you can do anything, sir,"
replied Bob. "We are going to get into the house.
somehow, and if you can supply us with housebreaking tools, that is probably all the help we
shall want," with· a smile.
.atim1i tt tiriJ
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"I can give yo u a dark lantern and a smal
crowbar," the host replied, "and both will be con
venient, I do n-0t doubt."
"They will, indeed," Bob an s ered.
The boys were to go in three or four partie,
and by different routes, so as to avoid suspicion
the night watch having to be looked out for a
well as the redcoats. Nothing could be done til
the streets were quiet and everyone in the hous1
asleep. Dick had probably been warned, Bol
reasoned, and w-0uld be awake late, the ·very tim1
when the boys would be likely to be at work. Bol
was to lead one party, Mark another, and Be1
another, each having his work laid out in advance
Some of the boys were to keep watch above anc
below the house for the patr-01 and for belatec
redcoats, while others broke into the house. Som1
would have fleet horses to take the boys away
and others would have horses with which to mis
lead any possible pursuers. Bob was in charg1
of the entire expedition, Mark being second i1
command, with Ben, Sam, Patsy and Carl as hi:
principal assistants. The boys began setting ou
soon before midnight, there being still a gooc
deal of noise in the street.
Nearing the house, Bob found it still lighted
and therefo re they were obliged to wait. Eve1
after the lights went out, the street was no
quiet, and now and then a redcoat came into th1
house, making a good deal of noise. Then, whe1
the last had evidently come in, the .night watcl
came into the street and the boys had to hide ii
dark doorways, or take themselves off until the:
could return in safety. It was after one o'clocl
before Bob could bring his band of housebreaker:
to the scene and start them to work on the house
All was still, the watch had gone by and woulc
not return for half an hour at least, and i
seemed as if at last the boys could carry -ou
their long cherished plans. They were at worl
with bit and brace, and Bob expected to force the
door in a short time, when a bright light sudden
ly shot up into the sky and hoarse voices were
heard shouting:
"Fire! The rebels have fired the city! Fire
Fire!"
Then windows and doors were opened, men be·
gan to hurry down the street, and the boys were
for ced to fly to escape detection.
"Was anything more unfortunate?" sputtered
Bob. "A few minutes more and our task would
have been accomplished."
The boys sca ttered in different pirections, somi
to see where the fire was, some up or down Broad.
way, and a number not too far away, hoping that
they might help Dick after all in the confusion o'
the fire.
;

At eight o'clock, Dick and Ha~y were sitting
in the r ear room, engaged in quiet conversationj
when a maid entered, bringing in a jug of ale,
She placed this upon the table, and, looking
around cautiously, said in a low tone:
"Miss Patience sent me out to enquire. Sht,
cannot."
"Yes?" said Dick.
"Some of the Liberty Boys are without, kee~
ing watch."
·
:
"Very good! We shall keep watch ourselves.•·
The maid .could say no more, for one of the re 1
coats now came bustling into the ropm and s
imt.t i ua , ll9b"IB'g ;i.tt JU ~SW JJ!O:JD9'1 'l"[°SlllJ> ~.fT
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"Here, here, this is not for rebels. Let them

"nk water. It is good enough for them."
"Yes I have ma<le a mista.ke, the young genemen ' say that they never drink an ything of
Eort."
Then the maid went out, the redcoat following.
"The boys are working, Harry," said Dick, "and
-night I think, we will leave this place."
"If no'thing happens, Captain," Harry replied.
''To be sure," said Dick.
The maid did not return, and they did not see
nything of the young lady, who was doubtless
ept away for fear she m ight help the boys. When
t began to grow late, Dick said:
"The boys will doubtless wait until it grows
ery late, in order to be certain of success, .and
think it will be better for us to get a little
Jeep, so as to be ~he better able to assist them."
"Verv good," said Harry.
The boys retired, ~1erefcre, and slept tw~ or
hree hours, awakenmg thoroughly refresned.
hen they dressed themselves, and waited for
ome signal from the Liberty Boys. ~hey _heard
he clock strike . twelve, and heard noises m the
I, .ouse. At length things were quiet, and then the
lock struck one, and at last there was ~o sound
o be heard either in the house or outside.
"If the b~ys do anything it will be soon," oberved Dick.
"All seems to be quiet," answered Harry. "They
ught to give us some signal shortly."
While the boys were waiting there were conused sounds heard without, and then the ala_rm
ells began to ring violent.ly, and men went racmg
hrou"'h the streets, shou-cmg hoarsely.
"Fi;e!" was the cry, repeated many times, while
he bells rang out more wildly than before.
Dick ran to the window and threw open the

· a fire below h ere," h e sai"d , " an ct a
·
ash.
is
"There
arge one, apparently. There is. a strong_ wind,
oo blowing this way. I am afraid we are m real
ai:.ger, Harry."
"Perhaps we may escape in the confusion, Capain," Harry answered.
"Yes, but we must see what we can do for the
(iieople in the house first of all."
~ Dick Slater always thought of others before
9rimself, no matter what the danger might be.
lfrhe light grew &righter, the noise greater, and
l~ow the people in the house began to stir and l;he
onfusion increased. Dick could ~e by the light
hat the fire was spreading, an<l tti'at it was comng their way. He broke down the door, it having
een locked, and hurried into the passage :vithut. · Dick heard a scream, and then Patience
ame hurrying.,.downs tairs, almost fallin g. The
ight of the fire shone in at all the winclo\y-s, and
verything was as bright as day. The gll"l was
bout to fall in a swoon, when Dick caught her.
"Quick Harry!" he said. "Go out by the back.
e may' escape over th.e fence.. The. fire i_s inreasing, and I am afraid all th:s section will be
destroyed."
Some one ran past Harry into the garden outside. Harry ran out and then the girl swooned
in Dick's arms, and was a dead weight.
"Let the rebels burn!" Dick heard the major
s ay, in angry tones. "It is all they are good for!
Now t hen, which is the way out?"
The anJ?rY redcoat was in the garden, but this
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was the only way out. The house was full of
smoke, and the air was growing hotter and hotter every moment. · Then the upper stories caught
fire and the smoke and heat increased. There
was no time to be Jost, and holding the girl firmly,
Dick hurried out.
"Hurry, Captain!" cried Harry.
As Dick came out of the burning house with
the uncm1sciot~s girl in his arms, the angry redcoat ran at him with hi s sword drawn. He. cl not
Harry seized him from behind, the furious Driton
would have run Dick through. The major snarled
and turned upon Harry, but the latter was able to
defend himself, which Dick could not do, having
the swooning girl to look after.
"You cowardly old ruffian, you ought to be
ashamed of yourseli!" the boy cried hotly. "Attack an unarmed boy, would you? And you call
yourself an officer? You are not fit to be a private even!"
The others came up and the boys and girl were
hurried away.
CHAPTER VI.-A Glimpse of Dick.
When Bob saw that he could do nothing for
Dick and Harry at the time, he hurried off to see
what he could do to help put out the fire. It had
started in ·a frame building on Whitehall wharf,
occupied as a low groggery, and had spread r:tpidly, the wind being strong. All the houses between Whitehall and Broad streets as far as
Beaver street were destroyed, and som e above
this point, but then the wind changed and the
flames were driven toward Broadway.
With the exception of a few boys left to watch
the house where Dick was a prisoner, all the Liberty Boys in the city now hurried down to fight
the flames. Being in ordinary clothes, they were
in little danger of being recognized and, as a matter of fact, they m~ver thought of it, their duty
lying plainly before them. The people were hurr ying from the houses -i.n danger of being destroyed, carrying out their belongings, and fleeinr; to places of safety. Many helped t!v'? m, but
there were thieves about, and Bob saw Bill Puddles about to enter a honse which he kn ev: coul<l
never be the residence of a man like that.
"Here!" he cried, seizing the fellow by the
shoulder, "what are you doing here? Thi s is not
your house !'t
The man turned upon Bob, but did not recognize him, but at the next moment he saw Een,
·whom he knew.
"Hello, there's a reb--"
"You're a thief ! Get out of here or yo'l'll get
back into the jail, where you should be!" cried
Bob, throwing the man a~ide violentl y.
Then a constable, who knew Bill Pudd'es, saw
him and sent him on with a warning-, and the boys
continued at work. Ben, Sam, Will, Ezra, Paul,
A1·thur and Phil were working together at one
point, while Patsy and Carl and two of Mark's
party were acting with Bob at another. :Mark
and another boy were watching the ho use in
Pearl street where Dick and Harry were prisoners. There was the greatest confusion, and men
often got in each other's way in trying to be of
use. The soldiers were · called out to keep order,
prevent robberies, protect the 11omeless, and even
help to fight the flames.
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"The rebels have done this I" cried a man near
Bob. "We'll give it to 'em fo._.thisl"
, The patriots had nothing t:o do with the fire,
which had been purely accidental, but a speech
such as this was calculated to d-0 a great deal of
harm, nevertheless. The cry quickly spread that
the Americans- had set the fire, and the angry
crowd began looking for patriots to visit vengeance upon them for something they were entirely innocent of. One man, known to be a
"rebel," whose dwelling• was in flames at the moment, was suddenly set up-0n as he was coming
out with some of his valuables.
"Hang the rebel!" shouted a number of angry
men, seizing him. Bob and some of the ·boy.a
sprang forward to the man's assistance.
"Stop! The man had nothing t-0 do with it!"
Bob cried excitedly. "What proof have you?"
"He's a rebel!" answered one. "That's proof
enough."
. ''Nonsense! Isn't the man's own house on fire?
He wouldn't set fire to hi& own dwelling, would
he?"
"You're a rebel yourself, and that's why
you--"
"I am not!" and Bob struck the fellow a blow
that staggered him. "You had better be careful
whom you insult, my man!"
Bob knew well that a cry like that, repeated,
might endanger his life. Then Carl suddenly sat
on the man with all his weight and said :
"More bedder you was g0t some senses youa,
headt in, ain't it? Stop a leedle und I cutted it
open already, und putted some .pigs' prains your
headt in, und let you runned away."
The man gasped and roared to be let go, the
crowd laughed and what might have :b een a very
serious affair was turned to ridicule by the fat
German boy's ready wit. Carl let the man get up
at length, all out of breath, and he went away
looking very sheepish. The boys helped the man
accused to get much of his property out of the
burning house, the crow; helping also, and nothing more was ·s aid of his being a rebel. The fire
was still spreading in spite of · the efforts of the
people to put it out, and it soon crossed Broadway and began making its way toward the Hudson river. Taking both sides of the street, as
far as Exchan~e street, it crossed and destroyed
nearly everythmg between Morris rand Partition
streets, taking Trinity church in it way. •
The new, or St. Paul's church, was in danger
at one time, but the fire was finally kept away
from it. Bob and his boys were interested in
preventing the fire from geing any further, as it
was pretty near home by that time, and they did
not wish to be ·b urned out. They were black with
smoke and soot, their clothes were scorched in
places, they were streaked with perspiration, and
were tired out, but they worked on, nevertheless,
thinking of everything but themselves. The
flames of the five hundred houses destroyed
lighted up the city and rivers, and could be seen
for a long distance. The boys were still at work
near the new church when Bill Puddles put in an
appearance again, saw Bob, growled, and still
thirsting for revenge, said angrily:
"You're a pesky rebel, and you helped to set
fire to the city, and--"
"You are a liar and a thief, Bill Puddles!" cried
Bob, knocki g the man down promptly; "and if
, .• ,
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you repeat that insult, I'll throw you into th1
river with a stone tied about your neck."
"Get out of here, Bill Puddles," said anothe1
"We know you, and we know what you're about.'
Puddles picked himself up, but, ·s till determin~
to do all the harm he could, snarled:
"He's a rebel! He's one of the Liberty Boy1
and their captain is a prisoner now; somewhere ii
the city, and this fellow set fire to it so h
could get Dick Slater out."
This was a pure invention, of course, but l
might have done real harm if any one but Bil
Puddles had started it. At that moment a ma~
came along with a heavy sack aver one shoulde1
turned :s uddenly, collided with Bill, up,set him an
cried:
"Look out! There's a beam falling!"
He spoke the truth, although the beam was i1
no danger of injuring any of the people there. .J
great many fell back, and Bill Puddles fled faste
than any.
"Are you a patriot?" asked the man with tb
sack on his shoulder of Bob in a low tone.
l
Bob recognized him as the man for whom b
had interceded earlier in the night.
"Yes," he answered. "I am the first lieutena
of the Liberty Boys."
1
"I thought you were a patriot. So are all th
boys, the fat one and all. You saved my life to
night, for the people are greatly incensed agains
us for no reason. Have you a place of shelter'
If you have not, I can take care of you as lon1
as you wish to remain in the city."
"Thank you, sir," am.:" ered Bob, "but I hav
a safe hiding place. I am looking for our cap
tain, as this fellow truthfully said, and if yo1
help us in that direction, we would appreciatl
it highly."
"If I can do anything for you, I will. Do yot
know where he is?"
"No for the house where he was put firs
was b~rned. Some of our boys were put to watcl
the place, however, and they may have discov
ered where he was taken."
There was no further danger of the fire spread
ing to the church, although the King's Colleg
suffered, and Bob and the boys sought their bed,
Bob would keep a watch for Mark, knowin
that the brave young second lieutenant woul
report to him just as soon as he had any in
formation in r~gard
to Dick and Harry.
.;

Mark Morrison and a boy by the name of JOf
Walker were watching the house in Pearl street
A number of redcoats came out, among ther
the peppery Major Dodd. Then some of th
servants came out, assisting Patience and he
mother. There was a great deal of confusio:
in the narrow street, as This was not the on!:
house threatened, and Mark and Joel were pushe
aside. Mark had heard of the girl, and he knet
that if he could get to speak with her, he migl'
learn something of Dick. He could not giet bad1
to the house at once, and was separated fr<>1 I
his companion for a few minutes. Joel manage!
to get near enough to see Dick come out und6
the guard of two or three redcoats, one of theil
a lieutenant. Dick was hurried away towa I
Broadway, and then into Pine street, but J
did not see . him , taken int:<> a house.
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Soon afterward he came upon Mark, who asked

him:

"Did you ·see Dick?"
"Yes, I saw him, and he was taken into 'Pine
street, but whether into a house there, I could
aot tell."
"Dicl fou see Harry Judson,"
"No, saw nothing of him whatever. I just
managed to catch sight of Dick, and followed
him as far as I could,"
"He went Into Pine street?"
"Yes, and he may be in some house there."
"Very likely the fussy old major will keep
hlm till he can turn him over to GeneAI Howe
and get the reward."
"He is certainly trying to feather his own
nest, the sly old bird 1" laughed Joel.
"We mil.st try and see if he is there, Joel.
That will be something."
The boys went up to Pine street and walked
along it, one on each side of the way, looking
foi; Dick. They saw nothing of him, but at
length Mark saw a lieutenant coming along the
street with another redcoat.
"He is safe enough there, but I would just
as lief he were not in the same house with old
Dodd," the boy heard the lieutenant remark, as
if to himself.
"That must be the redcoat Joel saw Dick with,"
was Mark's thought. "We must try and see
which lfouse it js."
"He gave a signal to Joel, imitating the crowing of a cock, and the boy soon joined him.
"Follow the redcoat, Joel," he said. "I will
look th r ough the street and see what I can
learn."
"All right, Mark," and Joel went on.
Mark hunted up and down the street, seemg
few lights in the houses, and no sign of Dick.
Then, when it was nearly daybreak, he saw
the British lieutenant approaching, Joel Walker
not far behind. The redcoat entered a house
among spacious grounds, w~ll down toward the
river, and in a short time there was a light in
one of the front windows. Then the boys saw
two shadows on the white curtains, one of which
they knew to be Dick Slater's.
"There he isl" whispered Mark. "Now to
tell Bob!"
CHAPTER VII.-How Harry Fared.
The boys went away, returning to the tavern
near the Commons, where ti-ey found Bob Estabrook still up and waiting for news of Dick.
"We have located him," said Mark, without
any unnecessary prelude.
"Where is he now, Mark?" Bob eagerly asked.
"In a house in Pine street. The old major
is there, and ~ lieutenant. It is a fine large
house, "w ith spacious grounds upon it."
"Did you see anything of Harry?"
"No, and he may have been taken elsewhere,
There was a lot of bustle and confusion in the
street at the time, and we couldn't follow both
boys. We know where Dick is, and Harry may
be with him."
"Very true, •a nd now suppose we go to bed.
lt is nearly daybreak, and we have been up a
long time."

The boys then retired, thoroughly worn out,
but satisfied with what they had done so far.
When Harry Judson prevented the irascibl1t
Major Dodd from doing Dick an injury, he would
have received one himself, but for the timely
arrival of the lieutenant and three or four redcoats.
"We are not going to stay here," said one of
them, "but we don't know just where to put you
yet. We don't know how far the fire will extend,
and what we might think was a safe place
might turn out to be the most unsafe."
"I think I could find a safe place, if I had
n chance," said Harry, with. a dry laugh.
"Very likely, but it might not be safe for us.
I'm afraid there'd be too many rebels about.
Why did you rebels set the city on fire ?"
"How do you know we did that?" quietly.
"Why, they say you did, to keep us from living
in it."
"But you don't really think you ate goin[C to
do that, do you? You will never be able to
drive us out, once we get ourselves well settled
in the place."
·
"Oh, yes, we will, and not only out of the city,
but out of the whole country as well. You are
only invaders, and have no right here, and will
be driven out just as sure as you and I are
here. You can't help yourselves, for it must
come sooner or later."
The house was already on fire in the rear
and in the upper stories, and they were now
driven out of it by a sudden burst of :flame.
They were only waiting for dr iers, but were
now driven out by other orders far more. peremptory. The redcoats made a dash for the
street, but Harry, lowering his head and keeping his hat over his face, darted out into the
little garden, right through a wall of smoke and
flame. The redcoats shouted, but they did not
dare pursue him, and indeed their own chances
of escape were slight as it was. Harry "remembered a well in one corner of the garden, and he
determined to hide in it now, it being as safe
a place as any he could find at the moment.
He burst through the flames, his hair singed"
and his clothes scorched, but reached the well,
and hurriedly made his way down by the rope,
which was secured to a windlass. The bucket was
not in the water, and he sat in it, with one foot
on a stone in the well and one hand holding the
rope.
"They won't come here for some time," he
said," "and perhaps when it grows later I can
steal away and .make my way up to the tavern."
"Looking up, he could see the light in the sky,
and see great clouds of smoke rolling away in
the direction of the river. He could hear
hoarse shouts and many confused sounds, but
no hue and cry, and he knew that he was safe.
"They will probably think that I have · gone
over the wall," was his thought, "but I could
not have reached it, · and I am safer here than
anywhere else just now."
The air was hot above· him, but in the well it
was cool, and not too much so, being quite comfortable, in fact. Now and then he heard the
sound of walls falling, and occasionally felt the
ground tremble above him.
"The house may have burned down by this
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"Yes, it is, or my name ain't Bill Puddles,"
' :ime," he thought at length, "but I don't think
with a snarl.
( will come out yet."
"Maybe it isn't!" said Harry. "You look like
Later he saw that the sky was not red over
jiis head as it was, nor the air so hot, and he one of those fellows who find it convenient to
iecided that the fire had passed on, and that it have several names."
"It's certainly one of the young rebels what
Nas safer for him to come cut.
He was about to make his way to the top, we captured and then had took away from us,
the other day, Bill."
Nhen he heard voices in the little garden.
"Of course . it is, and it's Dick Slater, too.
"You won't find anything but a dead rebel,"
Aren't you Dick Slater?"
:said one.
"No, I am n ot," said Harry, promptly.
"He may have gotten over the wall," •said an"H'm I what do you think of that, Bill?"
~ther.
_''He's,.Jying. He thinks that if he says he isn't
"He couldn't reach it, and if he had, it was
a.11 ablaze on the other side. No, there's no use Die~ Slater, that we'll let him go, but I knGW
a tnck worth two of th:it, and I'm going to keen
looking."
"Maybe there's a reward for him, too, and any- him and get the reward. That rascally old
how, I hate to have a young rebel get ahead of redcoat thought he'd get the best of , me, but it
won't work, not by a jugful."
me like that."
"Where you going to keep him, Bill?"
"Yes, he said we· would be driven out of the
"Well, I t~ink this is as good a place as any.
country. M'ml that was a big bit of chaff!"
"I don't think he meant it for chaff at all. He W'! was lookmg for money and valuables in the
was thoroughly in earnest. So was the other ru~;is. a~ d we found 'cm!'.' with a h oarse laugh.
Th~t s so, so we we did. So you're going to
fellow, Dick Slater, as •they !call him. Jovel if
e,ll our men were as much so as these rebels, keep him here, are you?"
"Ce.rtain ! . Put him in the drawing room,
we would carry all before us."
laughmg boisterously.
"Which you will never do," thought the boy
"Yes, or in the pantry. I think it's about tim
to himself.
to serve refreshments, don't you?"
The men came out into the garden, but the
"I guess it is, Hank, so let's take him there."
ground was hot and strewn with rubbish, and
~he t':Vo ruffians took Harry into the ruins,,
it was not rns y for them to make their way.
which still smoked, and, securir.g his hands and
"Better look ·when it gets lighter," muttered feet
bits of rope, left him in a corner whil
one. "I don't fancy coming suddenly upon a they with
regaled themselves in bread and chee~e, an
dead boy."
took frequent draughts out of a black bott]o
"N<>, it isn't very pleasant. Do you know,
"This is not such an unfortunate affair ~fte?
though, I hope the little be~gar isn't dead? I all," thought Harry, "for if they stay he;e long
took a fancy to him, and I admired his pluck." ~nou gh, th'! two redcoats who were so great!
"I'm very much obliged to you, I'm sure," mterested m my fate will come back and Mr
thought the boy.
Bill Puddles and Mr. Hank will have' to evacu ·
Tho two men went away and at length, when ate."
Bpl ai~~ Hank s~t eating and drinking an
all was still, Harry made his way to the top
and stepped over the well curb to the ground. paymg hotle nttent10n to Harry, who tried t
Things were greatly changed since the day loosen the ropes about his ankles and wrists bu
'
before, and he could hardly recognize the place. found it rather hard work.
"If that bottle lasts long enough, those fello'.>.The house was in ruins, the trees which h ad
given such a grateful shade were now gaunt won't have much sense in a short time," thought
skeletons, the vines were on the ground, withered the boy, " r. nd they won't notice what I am doing.
It grew lighter and lighter, and at last Harry
and shriveled, the flowering plants were gone, the
summer house was in ashes, and the shed over heard footsteps and then voices.
The two ruffians arose heavily to their f eet and
the well was burned and almost ready to fall,
looked about them.
the rope holding.
"Hello!" shouted Harry. 1 'Come in here and
"I might get through the ruins of the house
to the sh·eet," he thought, "for the redcoats did drive out these ruffians."
"Jove! that's the boy!" someone said, hurrying
ft. Over the wall will take me down into the
ruined district, and I want to . get away from forward. "He is not dead at all."
Bill and Hank caught the gleam of scarlet uni·
·
that."
forms and beat a hasty retreat over the wall, at
He lowered the basket, brought it up full of the two redcoats came into the ruins.
water, and dashed it over the ground.
"Hello I You got into worse hands than ours
This cooled it somewhat, and he threw more did you?''. with a laugh.
water on the ground.
"Yes, . I thought I was all right, and was jus1
Then he made his way to what had been the getting away, when these two scoundrels cut oft
house, the first gray streaks of dawn beginning my- retreat."
to show in the sky.
"Y.es, but where were you, my boy?" asked tht
As he reached the wall, two men came sud- redcoat, cutting the ropes that bound Harry.
denly forward and rushed upon him, seizing
"Down the well," with a laugh. "You neva
him and preventing his escape.
thought to pull up the bucket, did you? I aa E
"Hello! It isn't a fellow ahead of us, it's a obliged to you for the solicitude you showed." i
,-oung rebel, Bill!"
"Down the well? Jove! b»-t you're a plucky fel ·
"So it is; and Dick Slater himself!"
low. We were afraid you were burned to l
"Is it, Bill?" eagerly.
t
crisp."
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we shall have to get into the house in soma
way."
hav"I can go and ask for work," suggested Joel.
so much pluck."
"Even if it is only outside, I may get a glimpse
"Well, as we've got you again, we shall have to of the captain, and let him know that we a,re on
keep you," said the other, "but if you want to the lookout for him."
be free and still be a soldier, there is a way."
"That is a go::>d idea," replied Ilob. "You might
"And that is joining the enemy," Harr y an- go around on the other street, Mark, and find out
1werefi. "I can't do it. I have taken an oath to if you can see the house from it, and perhaps
fight for my country, no matter what befalls, and get a sight of Dick."
'Will not break it for my freedom, nor for my life."
They had been walking along all this time,
"I won't try and pe1·suade you, my boy," earn- so as not to attract attention, and Mark now
estly, "for I see that you are determined, but went on toward the river, so as to make his way
at any rate, we will make you more comfortable." to the rear of the house.
Harry was t aken out of the ruins and up
Bob remained where he was, and J o'el walked
through Broad and N assall streets to Pine, where back to the house, to ask for work.
in a comfortable house, stu.nding in .:ipacicus
He was coarsely dressed, and looked like a boy
grounds, he found Dick.
from the country, it being Dick's practice to have
"I was in hopes you had escaped, Harry," said considerable difference in the boys' disguises, so
the young captain.
that they might not attract attention by present"I did, but was recaptured twice, Ca.ptai.n," ing too great a similarity, one boy looking like a
laughed Harry. "I have been in great luck."
farmer, another like a city boy, another like a
laborer, and so on.
"Is the fire out?"
Bob now looked like a farmer's son, while Mark
"Some of the ruins are still smoking, but the
seemed like a boy of the town in dress, appearworst of the fire is out."
"It will be a great loss to the city, I am afraid." ance and manner.
Joel walked back to the house, and was enter"Yes, and some of the redcoats accuse our side
ing the gate when a redcoat came forward and
of starting it."
"We would not do such a dastardly thing as said, rather sharply:
"You can't come in here. Don't you see that
th:?t."
these are the major's quarters? What do you
"f know we would not," firmly.
The two boys hud their breakfasts and w~re want, anyhow? If you want to enlist, go down
then at liberty to go into the grounds, but only to the barracks at the Bowling Green."
"Don't want to 'list," said the boy, in a heavy
at the rear of the house.
"The boys may have a search for us," observed tone and manner. "I want to work. What I
Dick, "but at any rate, they will find us both in want to 'list for, to be killed? Working is h'..lrd
the same pla ce, which will save searching twice." enough, without 'listing."
"Go around to the tradesmen's and servants'
"They will do all they can for us, and leave no
gate, on the side street then. This is the gentlemove untried to find us," said Harry, hopefully.
"Pe1·haps this is why we cannot go in front of men's gate."
"How did you g:et in here, then?" the boy asked.
the house, the British evidently fearing that the
"You aren't a gentleman; you're only a redcoat."
boys will be locking for u s all over the city."
"Go on with you!" sharply, "or I'll take a
"They· won't see us back here, and perhaps it
horsewhip to you."
would be better to go into the house."
"Let's see you do it. Know what happened to
"It would be, if we could remain in the front,
but I don't believe that they will allow us to do the la.st fellow what took a whip to me?"
"No, and I don't care. Clear out of here!" .
so."
"Well, they buried him after they had picked
"We could try it," H arry suggested.
They entered the house, after a time, and were him up, but they was all morning doing it," and
Joel walked slowly away.
met by one of the redcoats, who said:
He found a. side gate, and asked a sour-faced
"Your quarters have been changed to the rear woman
whom he saw in a doorway if there was
of the house, Captain, as Major Dodd wishes the anything he could do.
front for himself."
"There's plenty to do," the woman snapped,
Dick said nothing but gave Harry a significant "but if you expect any pay for it,
you'll have to
look.
take it out in expectations, I guess."
"I don't mind waiting for my pay," Joel anCHAPTER VIII.-The Major's Little Scheme. swered, "as long as they don't cheat me out of
it. Got any horses to groom, any wood to cut,
Having located Dick, Bob's next move was to or anything else?"
"Oh, there's plenty to do, more than ever gets
get him out.
After a refreshing sleep and breakfast he went done, in fact, and if you don't care when you get
with ~lark and Joel to the house in Pine street. your pay, why, you can get to work now, cleanThey saw Major Dodd sitting under the trees ing up garden."
"That's just the sort of work I like best," the
smoking a long pipe and drinking punch, seeming to be thoroughly enjoying himself, and order- boy answered.
"'vVell, then, come in here, and you'll have
ing men about as if they were mere cattle.
They saw nothing of Dick, either in front of plenty of it."
He went in, and the woman set him to work
the hou$e or at any of the windows, a.ml Ilob said:
"They may be keeping him out of the way, and at the back of the house.

.
.
"H'm! don't thank us, thank yourself, for
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He had not been long at it when he saw Harry
Judson at a window on the floor above.
He made no sign of having seen the boy at
first, but at length looked up, took off his hat,
w1,ped his forehead, -and make a quick signal
which no one not familiar with it would have
noticed.
Harry returned it and walked away, but in a
moment appeared again with Dick.
"That is all right," murmured Joel. "They
know we are doing something for them. J wonder if Mark has seen them yet?"
Mark had seen them, at that very moment, and
he now signalled from the other street, having
a gocd view of the window between the trees.
"There is Mark," said Dick. "I thought they
wpuld locate us before lohg. J eel has got a
place to work, and he will do something as soon
as he can."
"Mark is signalling again," observed Harry.
"Yes, he is telling us that Bob is at the front
of t he house."
"And they. thought that if we were at the back,
rwe would not see anyone," with a laugh.
"Tf> ey cannot reckon on the Liberty Boys,"
smiling.
Mark now went away to tell Bob that he had
seen Dick and that Joel was at work in the
garden.
"Now that we know they a.re here, we must
g et them out," declared Bob. "\Ve have boys
enough, by dividing them about. Go and get Paul
and Arthur and Will, and one or two others.
Send Paul and Arthur round to the rear, and
put Will at the side."
l\fark went away quickly to get more of the
bCJys, while Beb waited at a convenient place till
h e should return.
In half an hour Mark came back with five
or six boys.
Arthur and Paul had brought extra clothes
with them, to give to Dick and Harry to put over
their uniforms, as otherwise they would be det ected in a m~ment if they got out on the street.
Bob sent Mark to the rear with two boys to
make their way over the back fence, while two
others made their way to the side, the other two
remaining with him, and approachin g the front.
Bob and his two boys went in at the front gate
and got the attention of the radcoa.ts, while Paul
and Arthur were at the side.
Mark signalled to Dick and Harry to come
down into the garden, and then he and his boys
g ot over the fence.
The woman came out and made a great ado,
l!ond while she was occupied with Mark, Paul and
Arthur were admitted at the side gate by Joel.
Paul gave Dick a coat to put on over his unifor-n , which he quickly did.
Then he slipped on a pair of coarse breeches,
and put on a rough hat.
Arthur was just about to fit out Harry when
there was a great hue and cry and around the
sid~ of the heuse came a dozen redcoats.
Then the major was seen at an upper window
shcuting and gesticulatin g v;iidly.
" Shoot the rascally young rebels!" he shouted.
"They are trying to ch~at me out of the rewa.td."
Mark and his boys decamped over the fence,
Joel knocked down two 'redcoats with his spade,

and then 'tried to help Harry, who had falle
in his haste to get away.
Dick was already safe, and would now hav
returned to save Harry had not the boy ca!le
out:
"Never mind, Captain, save yourseif."
To go back now would have been to invite re
capture, for Harry had been seized and Joel nar
rowly escaped.
Out of the gate raced the four boys, the red
coats firing a scattering volley at them, carryin
off one or two hats and giving Paul a slig '
flesh wcund.
The daring young fellows got into the stre
and scattered in several directions, so as ta ma
it harder for the redc;pats to follow.
Some of the British did rush out after the
but they scattered this way and that, over fence
down lanes, through gardens or barns, and wer
quickly out of sight.
They had rescued Dick Slater, at all events, an
were overjoyed at their success.
"I am sorry we could not have gotten· Harr
away," said Dick, w.hen he met the beys at t
tavern. "The poor fellow has had a hard time o
it. He made his escape twice, only to be reca
tu red."
It was like Dick to think of others first, an
Bob now said :
"We will get him away next. He is a pluck
fellQw, and deserves to be rescued without delay.
The gouty old major was greatly incensed ove
the escape of Dick, and berated the redcoat.
soundly for having permitted it.
"You should have kept watch," he stormed. "
saw them, and only for me, you would have know
nothing about it. I've a great mind to have yo
all sent to the guard house, every mothe!"s son o
you."
He did not do this, but he went to his room a nd
over a jug of strong punch, evolved a schem
which he considered as a rnaster~iece of cmrnin
~arry J udson was fitted out with a s..vord an
a pair of epaulettes, and then taken to Genera
Howe's quarters.
"General," said the maj or, pompously, "I hav
captured one of the most rascally young rebel
unhung , no less a pers0n than Captain Did
Slater, for whom you have offered ·a standin
reward of--"
"Very good, Major Dodd," replied the general
"and the reward will be paid to you-if your ps:isoner turns out to be Dick Slater himself."
"Oh, but it is, general, I assure you," said Dodd
"I know tiie yot;ng rufrian well, and I captur~
him, I can assure you."
The pri soner was sent for, and as soon ::>.s Howe
saw Harry, he said:
"That is not Captain Slater."
"No, g eneral, it is not, it is just Harry Judson
one of the Liberty Boys, but the major has had
me fixed up with a sword and epaulettes, thinking
to deceive you and get the reward," answered
Harry, with a laugh.
Dodd flushed crimson, but fin ally stormed :
"That is an infamous lie, your excellency. Diel
Slater was my prisoner, as sure as I stand here;
and this fellow his changed uniforms with hi:llj
in order to let the great ruffian escape."
"Captain Slater is no ruffian, Major Dodd,I
said Howe, coolly.
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"No, he Is not," said Harry. "He was capd, very true, but not by the mendacious
jor, and made his escape this morning, since
"ch time I have been fixea up as his substitute.
would gladly have taken Captain Slater's place,
it would have saved him, but, fortunately, it
not necessary."
"You make a mistake trying to deceive me,
jor," said. Howe, gravely. "I know Dick Slater
well. You sh&uld have studied the description
DlOre closely. This boy's eyes are Jnown. Take
"m away. He is not Dick Slater, but he is a
rebel and must not be allowed to escape."

CHEPTER IX.-A Cleve1· Scheme Well Carried
Out.

1

Poor Harry was no 'better off than before, for
he was still a prisoner, and, in fact, he might
be in a worse predicament than he had been in,
for he might 'be sent to one of the city prisons,
where his chances of escape would be much less
than befsre.
Dodd, having no hope of getting the reward,
took no further interest in hiiri, and left him to
be disposed of as the general or the redcoats saw
fit.
Harry himself was greatly amused at the discomfiture of the self-important major, and saw
also that it might be to his advantage.
"If they take me for Dick, they will guard me
somewhat more scrupulously than if I were merely Harry Juclson ," he said to himself, "but at the
same time, I will have more privileges, and may
be able to take advantage of them."
He immediately began taking notice of everything, therefore, so as to form his plan of escape.
He made himself agreeable to the guards, and
did not seem to mind being a prisoner, laughing
and chatting with them, and quite entertaining
them by his lively manner and cheerful way of
·
looking at everything.
"You ought to be with us," said one.
"It seems to me as if I were very much with
you, at present," the boy replied, with a laugh.
"Why, yes, to be sure, but not as a prisoner I
meant," smiling.
"Oh, you mean to join you?"
"Certainly."
"But then I might be simply a private, for you
have to buy your commission in the British army,
and I don't know that I have money enough, and,
anyhow, .do you think that yeur uniform is as
handsome as ours? You fellows 10ok like beiled
crawfish, in your tightly-fitting scarlet coats.
The men laughed, and one, thinking to flatter
the boy, said:
"Oh, you'll be a captain, just the same. Anyone can see that you were born t6 command, and,
as fo;: tl1e uniform, y0u look much smarter in
red than you do in that sober blu~." "I don't believe it," retorted Harry. "I. would
look as if I had been skinned, tP.at's all."
The men laughed again, and the leader said:
"Try it, my boy. I'll lay you a sovereign that
you'll a11ree that you look twice a~ fine in a scarlet coat.'
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"But I haven't a shilling to wager, so there
can't be any bet."
"I'll lend yeu one, then. Come, try it, at any
rate, I'll get you a well-fitting uniform in a trice,
and you shall see how fine you look."
The soldiers thought that if they could get the
boy in a British uniform they might induce him
to enlist by flattering him into believing that he
could be an officer. Once he was settled, they
could do as they liked with him, and there would
be no getting away. If they had known it, Harry
was fooling them, instead of 'being fooled.
"Oh, I don't mind tr:yiHg, of course," he said.
"I am not such an E>bstinate fellow, that I cannot
be convinced of the truth, and it may be that your
uniform is as fine as ours. I have never tried
yours."
The men, thinldng that they had the boy half
convinced already, flattered him to the top of their
bent, and he pretended to swallow it all. They
regarded the whole thing as a lark, and at th0
same time a chance to get a recruit, the an11y
being in need of likely young fellows like the
young patriot. Harry readily fathomed their
purpose, but seemed to encoui:age them, seeing a n
opportunity for himself, which they did not. Time
hung heavily on their hands when they were off
duty and yet not at leisure, and tbey entered fully
into the thina-, Harry enceuraging them by seeming to be hard to please. One of them 'Breught
out a smart uniform, and Harry looked at it critically.
"I'll look as if I'd been boiled," he laughed.
"Still, I don't mind humoring you a bit."
He laid aside his uniform, folding it up neatly,
and then began to put on the other.
"If they gave me a general's tags, they couldn't
make a redcoat of me," he said. to himself, ~i1t
it may turn out that I can make samething by
this adventure, and, nothing venture, net.bing
gain."
H:e put on the uniform carefully, showing himself to be every inch a soldier, and looking at
himself with a certain air of admiration, wh1ch
quite deceived the r edcoats.
"We11, I must say, it deesn't look so bad," he
said, surveying himself, the uniform being a ~11fitting one, and quite setting off his trim, boyish
figure.
"Why you look a thousand times better, my
•
boy!" declared one..
"One would say that you had never worn another, my lad."
"There's no comparison, old chap."
"~ook in the mirror, and you'll quite fall in love
with yourself, old man, blow me if you don't."
They all flattered and cajoled him, as they
thought, but Harry had a quiet laugh to himself,
as he thought how he had humbugged them.
"Oh, well, I'll keep it on fer a time," he said,
as if unwilling to take it off, "till I see whether
I can get used to it."
Then there suddenly happened what Harry had
not da.red hope for, and hardly even thought of,
There was a sudden call to change the guard. A
sergeant came suddenly bustling into the place
and said, sharply:
"Now, then, look alive! Fresh guard called for.
Quick with y0u, now."
Harry's un iform was hurried out of the way,
for the sergeant was wt one to approve of such
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larks, and no one cared to risk being put in the
~sk questi011s. State your preference for ou
guardhouse by an explanation. A few quick, to
regiment, of course, and it will be all right."
sharp orders, and the men were lined up, their
would as soon be in this as any if I'm goin
hats on, their muskets in their han<;ls, the index to "I
}>e a redcoat," the boy answered.'
finger on the seam of their breeches, eyes right,
And
shoulders squared, and at attention. Harry took asked. you are going to be, of course?" severa
his place in the line with a sly look at the rest,
Harry walked
without answering for h
and they greatly admired his ready wit. They saw Dick, Mark, away
Ben Spurlock
Sam 'sande
did not know that the plucky fellow saw a chance son approaching. The boys hadand
some
scheme o
of escape in this adventure, and was fully pre- hand, he knew, and it concerned
rescue. Die
pared to carry it out. The sergeant noticed him, and the rest came on and beganhis
to jeer him, a
and said sharply:
unruly boys will do.
"Who are you, sir?"
"Move on, now, or I'll have you all put in th
"Judson, sir," returned Harry, promptly.
guardhouse," he said in asharp tone.
"H'm!· New recruit? Know anything of guard
"H'm! guardhouse, eh!" roared Dick. "Com
mounting?"
on, boys, into the river with him!"
"Yes, sir. I am not a new recruit, sir. I have
Harry was close to the edge of the water, an
been transferred from another command."
now the boys ma de a sudden rush and pushed hi
. "H'm! very good, if you are er1icient," with a in, musket and all. Some of the redcoa ts sa
snap. "If not, back you go. I'm not a man to Harry's plight, and bega n hurrying to h is a ssis
have poor timber passed off upon me."
ance, firing shots in the air to frighten off th
Then the men were marched out, the sergeant b?ys. The latt~r scattered, some going up th
looking sharply at Harry. He saw nothing to river, others racmg up the street, and still other
take exception to in the boy, howe ver, and simply hurrying into narrow alleys and other hidin
grunted, not approving, as that was bad for dis- places. Dick Slater went up the river as soon a
cipline, but not disapproving, which would have he saw Harry begin to rise.
Harry knew very well that he had been throw
meant Harry's being put out of the line. The
men greatly admired the boy's quick wit in saving into the i·iver to get him away from the redcoat
them from a wigging by the peppery sergeant, and he helped the boys carry out the plan. H
who was a regular martinet, and resolved to keep came to the Rurface with his coat off to get ll
Harry with them if flattery and persuasion could breath of air and sank a gain as soon 'as he ha
do it. They marched out of the barracks, across filled his lungs. He swam upstream, under wate
the Bowlirtg Green, and up Broadway, signs of as long as he could, and the redcoats, not seein
the ravishings of the great fire on every hand. him, thought that he had been ·drowned. The
At Trinity Church the guard was divided, part went down the river, thinking that he would b(j
being sent down to the river, Harry being among carried that way by the current and all the time
these. As they turned into Thames street, Harry Harry was swimming upstrear:i and Dick wa
saw Dick and two or three of the Liberty Boys d?ing his best .to keep the plucky fellow out o
among the crowd looking at the changing of the sight at such times that he was obliged to com
guard. It was a trying ordeal to the boy, but he to the surface to breathe.
went through it without showing a sign .of recognition, and, of course, the boys did not make it
too hard for him by observing him closely. Dick
CHAPTER ,fC.-Dick Hears Bad News.
Slater had every c~nfidence in him, and, while he
could not explain his being in a British uniform,
Some of the boys had gone to the house in Pin
was positive that he had not violated his oath,
one of the most solemn that man or boy could street to look for Harry, and had seen hi
take. The guard went on, and Harry was soon marched off to Howe's quarters. They had fol
stationed on the river, to keep a watch 6n thieves lowed him, and had seen him taken to the bar
and prowle11s, there being many of them after the racks, but were unable to communicate with him
greait fire, seeking plunder. The sergeant left They reported to Dick, and the latter, with Mark
them with orders to warn away any suspicious Ben and Sam, set out to learn where the boy wa
characters, and to shoot if there were any trou- t~ be ta~en. To. ~heir ~reat surprise they sa\
ble. W·h en the sergeant had departed, Harry's him wearmg a British uruform and marching wit
companions praised him highly for getting them a number of redcoats.
"Follow him, boys," said Dick. "I don't kno
out of a scrape as he had.
"Jove! you're a trump, my lad!" said one. "That how Han-y comes to be tricked out as a redcoa
peppery fellow would have given us all extra but you may be sure that he is true to his oath.
"There isn't a truer boy in the whole troop " an·
duty j.f he had known the truth."
·
swered Mark emphatically.
'
"It was quickly thought and nobly carried out,"
When Harry turned down Thames ·street to th
declared another. "I never saw anything done so river, Dick said:
neatly."
"We will follow him presently, jeer at him
"I had myself to look out for, as well,'' Harry and if he answers, as he will, fall upon
him and
laughed. "I should have been sent to prison for toss him into t he river. Then I will iook
after
putting on a uniform that did not belong to me, him, :Ind I think he has sense enough to enter
and that would have been worse than being in into the scheme with us."
the guardhouse."
"Trust Harry Judson for that!" laughed Ben.
"You won't get in the guardhouse, but there
Then the boys went down to the river, and thf
will be an inquiry when we get back, so you had plan was carried out, as we have seen. Di
better enlist before the sergeant has a chance went upstream just behind Harry, while the r
....
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ats went down. At last, when Harry came up
in to get his breath, the r edcoats were well
'
pwn the river, and Dick said:
"You needn't swim under water now, Harry.
ey are looking for you the other way, and seem
ery sorry to lose you."
"So they are, for they felt sure I would enlist."
Harry swam on till he came t o a little wharf at
e foot of Liberty street, and here he came
shore. The effects of the great fire were seen
ere, and Dick said:
"Keep along through the ruins, Harry, and you
ay get up unobserved. I will get you a pair of
reeches and a coat, if you will hide in some of
•
he burned buildings near here."
"Very well, Captain," answered Harry. "I have
een through a lot since the great fire started."
Harry hid in a smoking ruin, although it was
ow afternoon, Dick hurrying o!l' to get the boy
me dry clothes, in place of his wet ones. ~".en
f he had no coat, he would be taken for a British
oldier, if he had been seen, and he could not very
ell get to the tavern at this time of day withut it. While h e was hiding in the ruins, he
eard voices, and at once r ecognized them as beon.e;ing to Bill Puddles and Hank.
'"fhose fellows a?e prowling about still, trying
o see what they can steal," murmured Harry.
'If they see me, they may recognize me and start
hue and cry after me."
The tw-0 sceundrels came into the ruins, and
arry gave vent to a deep groan, and then a yell.
he men were thoroughly startled a nd ran out in
error.
"That's a pretty good yell for a dying man,"
uttered Bill.
"Well, he is, all the same. That's his dying
asp. I wouldn't go in there . again for any
oney."
"It isn't, either, and I'm going in. Maybe he's
ot some money."
Bill started to return, but Harry pelted him
'ith &tones and rubbish, and forced him to beat
h asty retreat. Then D'ick came and drove the
wo feilows away_ Harry put on the dry clothes
ick had brought, leaving the others behind, and
hen he and Dick made their way to the tavern.
Some -0f the boys were here and were very glad
to see Harry again, and we•·e greatly interested
·n the story of his adventures during and after
,,
he great fire.
"-YF./e must try and get away as soon a s we can,
said Dick. "It is dangerous to stay here now,
for we may be recognized, and made prisoners,
and then I am afraid we will have greater trouble
n making our ·escapes."
The city was full of redcoats, there were two
lines drawn right acr<>ss the island, and every
avenue would be watched, as it was suspected
that there were patriot spies in the city.
"We must try and get all the information concerning the enemy that he can," continued Dick,
" so as to keep the general posted, but at the
same time we must get away without delay."
It was well on toward evening by this time, and
the redocats would be on the lookout for any one
trying to leave the city. Dick decided to wait till
morning, so as to give the boys a good rest and
start w~ll refreshed. By dark all the Liberty
Boys in the city knew that Harry had finally
made his escape, and that they were to leave in
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the morning. There was a p;reat dral of talk
about the fire, and many held that thP. patriots
h ad set it, even in the face of evidence that it
was purely accidental.
On tha t account, therefore, it would be dangerous for the boys to be recognfaed as patriots, as
a number of innocent persons had already suffered . The boys would stay at different lodgings,
and would leave in the morning without coming
together ag-ain, that being understood by all.
Dick, Bob, Harry and Ben were at the tavern near
the Oimmons, Mark was with Patsy and Carl on
Partition -street, and the rest were scattered about
in parties of two or three in different parts of the
city. None cf the boys had seen Patience since
the great fire, and Dick felt considerable inter est
in her.
"I would like to know whether she is all right
before I leave the city," he said to Bob. "She
helped us, and I would like to tell her that we
are all r ight, and that we are grateful to her for
·
what she did for us."
"And I would like to pull the nose of Major
Do<ld !" sputtered Bob.
"That is not absolu tely necessary, however,"
laughed Dick. "The other is, you might say."
"It may not be necessary,'' chuckled Bob, "but
it would give me a great deal of pleasure, nevertheless."
After supper Dick and Bob set out to pick up
what information they could, taking their way
past the ruined district to Fraunces tavern in
Broad street. They both wcrce different disguises
from what' they had w-0rn before, so that there
was no danger•of their being recognized. Patsy
and Carl went out at the same time, Mark having said to them:
"Be careful , you two funny fell ows, not to be
recognized, for y-0u may get in frouble, and we
will have to get you out."
Shortly after they had started they met some
r edcoats and heard them talking about the girl
Patience being missing. They then made up their
mii1ds to hunt for Bob and Dick to tell them
about it. They set out and fortunately met Dick
and Bob close to the tavern. Dick was sorrv to
hear that Patience was mi:::sing, and s::iid to Bob :
"We must find the girl, by all me~ns . She
helped us, and we must return her kindness."
"\Ve can't do anything else,'' replied Bob emphatically.
"Go and find :Mark, and tell him about this,''
said Dick to Patsv. "Tell him to send somi of
the boys up to the camp. Tell him to go to the
house -0n John street, and get all tI1e illformation
he can, and to send Harry and Arthur to hu1\t up
the major, an<l meet me at the Bo -,cding G1·een as
soon as they learn anything."
"All roight, sor," said Patsy, and he an<l Carl
then went away, while Dick and Bob entered the
tavern.
They had not br!en seated in the place long
when Dick saw the lieutenant corning toward him.
The officer came over to where th<> boys wt:?re sitting, took a seat, and said to Dick in a quiet
tone:
"Th:s is a ifangerous place for ~'OU to be. I
must i:;ay that I am glad you escaped, but you are
an ene:ny, and a dangerous one, a nd it is my duty
to a1·!"est vou."
minute, .lieutenant," answered Dick.
"Wait

a
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"You were interested in the young girl at the
house in Pearl street, were you not?"
"Yes, I was greatly."
"She is missing from her home, and I suspect
that Major Dodd has carried her off."
"The old scoundrel!" ejaculated the other.
"We are looking for him now. I have some of
the boys out upon his trail, and they are going
to give me some information concerning him just
as soon as they can."
"I shall have to help you in this matter, Captain," said the other.

CHAPTER XL-Beardin g the Lion.
The lieutenant said that he knew some of the
:major's haunts and would show the way to the
boys, adding :
"I can understand why you wish to help the
young lady, and I am anxious to do so myse!f,
for another reason. I have taken a great fancy
to her, and then--"
"You don't like Dodd!" laughed Bob.
"You are right, I do not. Perhaps I should not
say it of my superior officer, but I regard him
as an old--"
"Scoundrel," said Bob. "We have the same
opinion."
"Let us go," interrupted Dick. "It will seem
strange for an officer to be seen conversing with
two boys not in uniform."
"I suppose it will," ·replied the li~tenant. "So
we will go and I will try and find one of the
major's haunts."
.
They left the tavern and set off toward the
southeastern part of town. Here, however, there
were ruins, and the officer said:
"There is little use looking here. The place is
nothing but a mass of ruins. It must have been
the greatest fire that New York has ever seen."
"No doubt," answered Dick.
"They are beginning to make houses already,"
observed Bob.
"So they are, if you can call them houses."
In some places they had begun to make use of
ithe chimneys and parts of walls, eking them out
with spars and bits of old sails, constructing
d wellings which were half hovels and half tents.
There were several of these strange houses already constructed, and more were being built.
The people who were intending to live in them
were of the lowest class, however, as could be
seen by their faces.
"This was an evil part of town, to begin with,"
observed Dick, "and it will be worse when these
people get settled."
"I haven't seen an honest face since we came
into t he district," declared Bob.
"No, they are a forbidding lot," agreed the
officer, "but they have a great respect for the
military, and there will be no trouble."
"And did Dodd come into these places?" asked
Bob.
"Yes, to gamble."
"But if he had taken the girl away would he
Dring her here?"
"He might, as a place not likely to be looked
,Into," the officer replied.
. "There ·is something in ·that,' said Dick

musingly. "We are only going on the suppo
tion that he has run away with her, however, a
we must be sure that he has before we can
very much."
"It would be just like him to run away w!
her," the officer rejoined.
They ·were gointj;)on when a crowd of rough f '
lows suddenly came surging toward them, utte
ing hoarse cries.
"Down with the redcoats!"
1
"Drive out the meddlers!"
"Away with all of 'em, this is our home, do~
with 'em!"
The men, an evil lot, seemed to resent the pre~
enee of strangers, as if the latter had come H
spy upon them, and they now attacked the boyand the lieutenan t. Dick and Bob knocked do VU
two of them a piece, and the officer drew his pi~
tols and threatened to shoot the first man w~
advanced.
"Don't threaten, do it, Lieutenant," said Die~
Bill Puddles came suddenly rushi11g at thf
young patriot, yelling :
"That's a rebel, he's as bad as the thievin
redcoats, down with--"
Bob knocked Bill down and then he and Die~
d~hed right upon the crowd, pistol in hand, a
sent three or four flying. Then there was a su
den cry that the redcoats were coming, and t
crowd began to scatter in many directions. Th,
nvo boys were separated from the officer, anl
then Dick led the way between nvo rows o~
blackened walls, saying to Bob in a low tone: I
"It will be as well to get away from him, Bob.'6
"Yes, for we may meet fellows who will wan
to ask awkward aucstions."
.
"Very true, and- that is just why I want to ge
away."
Coming out upon what had been a street, th
boys suddenly encountered Major Dodd, V.'l'appe
in a long cloak which concealed his uniform
Some one had built a fire in front of one of th
hastily constructed stone· and canvas ho c"·;s, an
the light of this shone full in the faces of th
t wo boys. The major did not recognize Bob, bu
he knew Dick in an instant and seemed about to
give the alarm. Like a flash Dick darted for,.
ward, caught him by the throat and hissed:
"They are raising a hue and cry against red
coats, just back of us. Do you want me to de
nounce you ? They will tear you to pieces, if you
are Major Dodd, of the Royal Fusileers."
"Confound you, sir, take your fingers from m
throat, or--"
"What have you done with the young girl whom
you took away from her home, after the fire?"
This question, put with startling abruptness,
caused the major to turn crimson, almost purple,
in fact, and to tremble violently. Dick perceived
the advantage he had gained at once. He had
guessed correctly, as he had hoped he would.
"Tell ·me!" he hissed, drawing the redcoat
away from the glare of the fire into a deep
shadow cast by a high wall still standing.
"Release me, you--"
"Tell me, I say, or I wiij drag you before Sir
William and tell him of your villainy. There .will
be little chance of your advancement after that.''
"I know nothing of the matter of which you
speak."
,
"And I tell you to your face that you lie, Ma-

r
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You do know of it, and if-you do not
I me, I will drag you before General Howe,
~en at the r isk of being made a prisoner. and
'ienounce you. T here are enough suspicions
against you now to ruin you when this matter i s
added to them, so be wise."
The major f elt it a new experience to be dictated to in that fash ion, but he was powerless.
"Look for her!" h e snapped. "She is in some
hovel about here. My man took her there. I
don't know where-"
"If you tell me any more lies, I will choke
the truth out of your black heart!" hissed Dick.
Then he tightened his grip upon the major's
throat.
"Over by what wa s B~aver street!" the major
rasped.
"Lead the way!" a nd Dick released his. throat,
but held his arm in a tight clasp. At the same
time Bob rapidly removed the major's pistols and
hid them in his own pockets. The major was
forced to show the way, although he was fairly
fum ing with rage.
"If :vou give the alarm to any ohe, I will shoot
you!" hissed Bob.
"Not a word till you reach the place !" said
Dick. ·
There was a reason for this sudden order . Dick
8aw the lieutenant coming. If the major ordered
him to arrest them, he would be forc1>d to do so ,
Dodd being his superior -0fficer. Dodd must be
kept quiet, therefore. Dirk held a pi3tol agninst
his side as they went on. They pr0 s ~ ntly met the
lieutenant, and Bob gave him a warning look.
The officer sa luted, as was his duty, and passed
on. He knew that Dick was going to compel the
major to show them where he' had put Patience,
and would not interfere. He paid no mor e attent ion to the boys than if he had never met them,
a nd went on. Dodd did not dare to speak to him,
and did not even acknowledg e his salute, Dick's
pistol being pressed against his side at the mo:ment. The lieutenant smiled when they had
passed, for it was a gratificatio n to him to see
an y one get the best of Dodd.
"Don't you try to play us false, you old rascal!" said Dick, "or I'll put a bullet in you as
soon as wink!"
They went on, and at length the major said,
with a grunt:
" Down there you will find her."
"Go with us," said Dick. ''I wouldn't trust you
out of sight."
" Nor as far as I could throw a bull by the tail,"
added Bob.
"This way, confound you for a pestilent rebel!"
s narled the angry old rascal, as he turned to one
side.
"You may spare your complimen ts," said Dick
dryly.
They turned into an alley and in a moment ·
some one came forward out of the darkness and
said:
"Well, what do you want ?"
" Major Dodd has a messa ge to give you," answered Dick.
"I have come t o t ake the young woman away !"
growled Dodd.
"You haven't paid for her lodging yet, you old
reprobate?" the man made reply, in a surly tone!
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Dick gave a sudden low whistle. Bob a t once
sprang upon the man, with a pistol at his head,
and hissed :
"Produ<;e the girl at once, you r uffian, or I'll
put a hole in you big enough to run in my fis t!"
" Obey him !" said Dick.
Dick put a pistol to the head of Dodd.
"Do as he say s !" the redcoat snarled .
T he man growled, but was obliged to submit,
and led the way between two houses to a r ear
court.
"Produce the young lady at once!" commanded
Bob. "I will go with you."
Dick remained with Dodd while the man remained with the major.
"If you try any act of treachery, I will shoot
you a s soon as I would shoot a mad dog!" Bob
declared.
The man had no doubt of this and led the way
into a house across the court. Then he said t o
some one within:
"Bring the wench out. The old rascal wants
her."
"She'll be in worse company than with us,
then!" muttered a woman in the darkness.
She went away and presently returned, with
the young girl at her side.
"\\!"here are you going to take me?" she asked.
" Yo u wiil be all right, miss," said Bob cheerily.
"I have come from the captain. He is not far
.
from here."
"The old scoundr el has got to pay me!" the
man growlf!d, "or I will make it so hot that--"
"Get out!" said Bob, suddenly tripping up the
man's hee!s, catching the g irl by the hand and
hurrying awa y with her.
Before the man could raise an outcry, Bob had
reached Dick.
"lt's all right, Dick," he said.
Then he suddenly wound the major's cloak
about his head and tripped him up also. The
angry r edcoat fell on his fa ce, tangled in his
cloak, and by t he time he got on his feet, the boys
had disappear<> d. They made their way to Whitehall street as rapidly as possible and then into
Broadway and up town, as fast as they could go.
" W here is your house now, Patience?" asked
Dick.
"In John street, near the river."
"I did not know if you kn ew. When did the
major run a way with you?"
"Late this afternoon. I did not know that it
was the major at first, but I learned it afterward."
" You saw him?"
"Yes, he came to me and had the impudence.
to propose marriage."
"Which you refused?"
"Yes. The man is old enough to be my f ather
and is an old rascal besides. I wouldn't think of
such a thing."
"Of course you wouldn't," laughed Bob, "and,
besides, there is the lieutenant , who is a very decent f ellow."
The girl blushed and said:
"The lieutenant is a gentleman, but Ma jor
·
Doda--"
"Is an old rascal," put in Bob, "and if he does
not get into trouble throug h one rascalit y or another, I will miss my guess."
The boys took Pat ience ·to the house in John

•
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street, and after remainin g a short time, took
their \~· av back to the tavern.
"1t is ·dangero us for us to stay in the city,"
observed Dick, "and we had already arranged to
leave to-ni gh t Oi' in tne m orning."
"And then yo u heard that I was missing and
you l'an the risk of staying, so as to help me,"
added Patience .
"Of course we did," sm iling. "Why should we
not '! You gave us a great deal of assistanc e
wh en v:e were prisoner s, and it is no more than
right thnt we should retnrn it."
"~ut I am a Tory."
"You didn't think of th a t when you h elped us,
nnd why should \Ve think of it, in giving you
·h elp?"
"If all the r edcoats were like Dodd, I would
not be a Tory, one minute!" ckclani<l Patience.
The girl and her mother bo t ~1 thanked the boys
for what they ha,1 clone in her behalf, and then
they took th t ir lc~.,,e, not expectir; g to see either
of them ~g- a in . They were not out of the city
yet, however , and they did not know what might
happen.
CHAPTE R XII.-Ge tting Out of the City.
Some of the Liberty Boys had already left the
city, bnt Dick determin ed to wait until morning .
· He and Bob ;voulcl probably go together , as they
usually did. Mark had already gone, as well as
Patsy and Carl and one or two others. Dick had
not gained :rny informat ion of the enemy, having
been occupied with the affair of Patience , and he
thought that he must do somethin g before he left.
He would send off the r es t of the boys in the
morning , therefore , and he and Bob would then do
a bit of spy work before they departed .
They returned to the tavern, saw a few of the
boys and retired early, after an eventful day.
The great fire was the universa l t opic of conversation, and probably would be for some t ime. The
·b oys heard of several instance s where patriets
h ad been thrown into prison or even killed upon
being accused by unscrupu lous persons of having
started the fire, and they therefor e knew the danger the y ran in being recogniz ed by men like
Puddles or Hank. They did not go out ai"ain,
therefore , but went to bed early. In the morning, when they had eaten their breakfas ts, they
found that all the other boys in the tavern had
departed .
·
"It is just as well," remarke d Dick, "and the
sooner they get through the lines, the better."
He and Bob had fresh disguises , and ran little
danger of being known, and would exercise caution in an y event. Dick looked like a young bar:l'ister in a suit of black and a tie wig, and Bob
seemed to be a farme:"'s son, in blue homespu n.
They did not keep together, although they went
to the same ·p lace, a tavern near the Bov11ing
Green. They took seats in different corners and
paid close attention to the conversa tion going on
about them. There was a party of four or five
redcoats sitting near Dick, who appeared to know
somethin g of the plans of General Howe.
"The rebels up at the other end of the island
are m a king a good deal of trouble, I hear," said
one.
"Yes, and they are pretty well fotr enched, but
wait till we get behind them," replied another.

•

H e heard a good deal of talk such as this an
knew what t.o accept, and what to reject. Bo
heard consider able, also, and between them th&
boys picked up a plentiful supply of valuable in
formatio n. Dick presently signaled to Bob that it
was time they were going, although no one not
in the secret would have known that any CQm•
municati ons had passed between them. Thev wen
out separate ly and walked up Broadwa y, 3oinin
each other at Maiden Lane. Compari ng notes
they found that they had learned some facts i
common , aud that each had picked up things
whi ch the other had not .
At John street they suddenly saw Bill Puddles,
Ha!lk and two others.
"By George ! T here's Dick Slater, the rebel!"
shouted Puddles.
"The other fellow is a rebel, too!" cried Hank,
who had to say somethin g , not to be outdone by
his mate.
"Rebels! " yelled the others.
Bob knocked Puddles do·wn and then, as the
crowd was beginnin g to coltect, ran across John
street. Then some redcoats ·were s-::en hurrying
to the ·s pot, and Dick followed Bob, though on
the lower side of the street. Bob ra!l into ths
alley leading to the Theater Royal in John s treet,
got over a fence, passed through a court and, by
way of a tavern, got into Partition , now Fulton
street, and escaped the hue and cry. Dick ran
down John street and presentl y overtook a chaise
driven by a single horse. He caught a glimpse
of the person driving, and at once saw that it
was Patience Golding. The girl recogniz ed Dick
by his face, but not his disguise , at the same instant. She turned 01.1t a trifle and said:
"Quick, jump in, Captain! I will soon put these
f ellows cff the scetit and they will have a fine
hunt for you for nothing. "
Dick sp.rang in, t.ok the reins, and drove rapidly toward the r iver. Re saw nothing of Bob,
and presume d that the young lieutena nt had made
his escape.
" Close to the hedge, Captain, " said Patience.
"Jump over it and make your way thro ugh the
grounds. I will go on."
"Good!" said Dick.
The chaise hid him from the sight of his nursuers as he leapecl eut, and for a few pace~ he
kept on his hands and knees, m aking rapid
progress , nevertheless. Then the trees hid him
and he was through the grounds and in the street
leading to the ferry steps by the fr-r: e the pursuers passed th e grounds in chase of the chaise.
He went up, while the chaise went down and
turned toward Maiden Lane. They overtook it,
surround ed It, and shouted :
"What have you dQne with th e rebel that
jumped into the chaise?"
"Why, he got out long ago, and I was so frightened that I drove right on, and I didn't want to g o
this way, either !"
Then the major galloped up on horsebac k a nd
thundere d:
"Arrest that woman ! She is a rel;id a nd --"
"Arrest me, if you dare, Major Dodd!" replied
Patience d efiantl y. "If you do, I will tell--"
"Let her go!" snapped the major, although no
one had put a fing er on the girl. "It's a mistake,
it was another person!"
Then he rode off in hot has te, and the .lrirl
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"Much obliged for the lift, farmer. How far
might you be going?"
"Where in time did you come from?" the man
asked, thoroughly astonished at the sudden ap-.
Btb would have waited for Dick under most pearance of Bob.
"From Bloomingdale," carelessly.
mstances, presuming that he would get away
"Why didn't you tell me you was there, 'stead
m the crowd and go to the Commons. He ha d
ely escaped the crowd himself, and was mak- of stealin' a ride like of that ?" tlie man asked.
"Well, I didn't know what you were," signifihis way to Broadway, when he saw the lieuant and a party of redcoats coming up the cantly.
"Well, I'm a Tory, of course."
ltreet.
"Then it was just as well that I did not tell
"I'll lead them away from Dick," he said to
you, for I am not, I'm a stanch patriot, and bound
•1mself.
The officer might have allowed Bob to pass for the American lines."
"H'm! You'll get. something from me then, if
unnoticed, but a sergeant, who had seen the boy,
I don't get nothing from you!" and the fa:rmer
:recognized him and cried:
"Lieutenant, there is a young rebel, one of the raised his whip to catch Bob a stinging crack.
Bob was out of the wagon in a hurry, however,
Liberty Boys, the lieutenant, in fact!"
and the farmer simply made his whip-lash whistle
There was nothing for it but to pursue Bob, through the air. Bob then wen t on, but v:as not
and the latter at once took •to his heels, thus in- yet out of danger, as the British had a camp at
'!lliting pursuit. The lieutenant had to give just so the edge of Harlem Plains, and he had to pass it.
many orders, however, before he could set out He went on, and at length came in sight of it
after :Bob, and do everything strictly according to and saw the sentries passing up and down before
military rules, the consequence being that by the it. Going on, at one side of the camp, he was
time the enemy ""ere ready to fi re a volley, he hailed by a sentry.
was nearly out of range. He got away, after a
"Halt! Where are you going? Don't you
lively ch ase, anrl led the redcoats so far out of know you can't pass here?"
the way that ni~k saw nothing of them when he
"No, what's the matter of me?" with a stupid
finally reached the Commons.
look.
"I don't think the lieutenant wanted to catch.
;;You can't go by, that's what's the matter."
me at all," laughed the young patriot.
Yes, I can. Just look at me. There isn't anyHe was now on he west side · of the Commons thing the matter with me, I tell you."
nothing
seeing
direction,
that
in
and continued
"Yes, I can, I'm a-<ioing it, don't you see me?"
of Dick. Befo1·e he reached the lower lines, drawn Bob returned stolidly, as he went on at a rattlin"'
a
with
"'
across the island, he came upon a teamster
pace.
covered wagon, who had stopped at a tavern to
The sentry bawled and th en fired a shot at Bob'
refresh himself. He was now ready to go on which passed over his h~ad and cut the leaves of
again, and Bob said:
a sapling. He at last 'k-ot to the camp of the
"Going up through Greenwich Village, team- Liberty Boys, which was not far from Fort
Washington, and was heartily welcomed by the
ster ?"
boys. All those who had been in the city ha d re"I guess I am " the man replied.
turned except Dick, and the boys had no fear but
"Would you t aice up a pair of boots for me?"
"I guess I could. Hand 'em up here, and I'll that he would come in all right in good time.
take 'em"
Bob p;omptly took a seat beside the driver and
said:
Lieutenant Changes . His
"Well they are on my legs, and I don't care to CHAPTER XIII.-TheMind.
take the'm off, if it's all the same to you."
The man laughed and said:
As Dick was making his way toward the Com"Well, I guess you'll get on. You're a smart mons, after escaping from Major Dodd, he saw
sort of chap."
another party of redcoats. Turning toward the
They passed the lines without <;lifficulty, the right, he made his way in the direction of Galteamster having a pass, and Bob bemg taken for lows Hill and the new provost prison. By keephis son. The man went somethin~ beyond the ing on to the north and east, he wou.d make the
vni ~ge and then tm·ned off, Bob gomg on afoot.
Bowery Lane, which would bring him out over
"If :r' can get through the upper lines as well as to the eastward of the patriot lines. He would
I passed the lower ones," he thought, "I shall get see that the redcoats were in great haste, and
probably in pursuit of some one. This was the
on all right."
He trudged on a number of miles and at length very party in chase of Bob, in fact, but Dick did
got into Bloomingdale, and found a truck farmer not see Bob, and so did not know it. All the
about to set out for Harlem Heights with an horses belonging to the Liberty Boys, includ ing
empty cart, having disposed of his load. There Dick's black Major, had gone and he was obliged
was a lot of straw in the bottom of the wagon, to walk, therefore, unless he could pick up a lift
and Bob crept under it when the man was occu- somewher e or get a mount.
Striking into the Bowery Lane at last, Dick
pied ~with other things and covered himself. The
man drove off a length, never suspecting that he pushed on toward Kip's Bay, where he might find
had a passenger, and Bob lay still until after they British troops. South of Kip's Bay he espied a
had passed the upper lines. T hen he came out, tavern, at one of the front windows of which he
saw three or four redcoats. Th~re were horses
much to the farmer's astonishment, and said:

ed and rode back to the house. Dick, mean-

making his way toward the Commons,
ing a lookout for Bob.
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tethered at the gate and these probably belonged
to the redcoats. The next thing was to get a pass,
but first there was the horse. The redcoats were
!coking, but it would not take long to get the
hors e.
Stepping up carelessly, as if simply looking at
the horses, he sl ipped the tethers of all, jumped
upon the best of the lot, and was off in an instant, before the redcoats realized what had happen ed. T hey set up a $hont as they saw their
hors0s d:ishing- away, and then came running out
in a body. <The loose ho,ses foliowed the one that
Di k roue, and the redcoats had nothin;.; on which
to follow. There '"ere horses in the barn of the
b=t,:ern, but it t ook t;rne t o get them, and long beforn this Dick was out of sight. Halting at
leiwth, he got the horses together and went on
\dtli the whole string of them. At the lines, one
of the guards came fo1·ward and said:
"Heilo, young Vloolsack, whe1·e are you going
with the horses '?"
"They are in tended for the army above, and I
am tak ing them up," the young patriot answered
promptly,
The officer of the guards came out, heard Dick's
story, and permitted him to pass. The guards·
nt the unper lines might accept the story and let
him pass, but then then~ would b~ the skirmish
lines to get throu gh, and he knew tnat there must
b;; one. At the upper lines he had to deliver the
horses, and at length set off toward the plains,
that being the nearest way to reach the patriot
c ~m D. On the shore he saw a boy swimming, his
clotlies lving on the bank.
"Fair ·exr.ha1112·e is no robbery," he said, "and
this boy's c!othes will be better than mine, if the
illarm spre11.ds."
.
Then he began divesting himself of his clothes,
as if intending to take ~ bath.
"Coming in'?" asked the other. "It is fine in
here!"
"Yes. so I thought," and Dick went on with his
disrobing.
.
.
The boy in· the water paid no further attention
to him, but went on swimming and frolicking in
the water. Dick sat down, presumably to take
off his shoes, but instead, made a r~pid chang;e
from his black snit to that of the swimmer. His
own ·we1·c the better, and so he did not think he
was defrauding any one. Having made the
change, he walked away carelessly, the bo~ in
the water never noticing him. At some little
distance he came upon some redcoats who looked
at him sharply, one of them saying:
"Did you happen to see a boy in a suit of
bla ck along here?"
"I saw the suit lying on the bank, and a boy in
the water. c~mld that be the one?"
"By Jove! It might be. We'll have th~ young
rascal before he knows it. for all his wit!"
.
Then they went the wiy Dick had come, Dick
going on not too rapidly at first.
"The boy will easily prove his innocence," he
said, "and these fellows wiil have another hunt.
They must have gotten word up here about the
hor~es pretty quick, and I did ri ght to change my
c!othes."
Going on more rapidly, he at length came in
sigh t of the heights and saw a party of the
enemy marching this way and that.
0
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THE GREAT FIRE

He did not see anything of the Liberty Boys
yet, however, and he went on, keeping away fro
the tents, which he could now see very plainly.
at once, however, he saw some sort of ~ co m~
tion among the redcoats. Then he hE:ard sho
and saw a band of boys on horseback come da
ing out of a belt of woods and fly at the redcoa
",Tove!" he cried. "It's the Liberty Boys, ta ,
ing the red<:oats by surprise! Good for Bob!"
He v;as quite right, for Bob, seeing a chan
to surprise the enemy, while out looking for Dick
had sent quickly back for all the Liberty Boy
a nd they had just dashed out upon the enem~
The galiant fellows fired a volley and went rachJ
at the enemy as thou gh their own party was thre
times the size it was, shouting and cheering an
making a terrific din. 'fhe r edcoats, convince
that nothing short of a brigade 'Nas upon then
fell back in great haste, and Dick ran on so a
to reach the boys. T11e la tter dashed on, sen
the enemy flying beyond their O\VIl outer line
and then halte<l. Dick was thus able to get we
by the redcoat camp without danger, and he ra1
on, presently shouting to Bob. The boys sa
him and picked him up none too soon, for th
red coats were comi ng out again.
"Hurrah!" shouted the boys. Now we ought t ,
give them another thrashing, with Dick to lea
us."
There were too many of the redcoats no·w, how1
ever, as they had secured reinforcements, an~
Dick concluded not to risk a second encounter. Th
boys rode back to the camp and here Dick pu
on hi s uniform and was again cheered by the boys
·who were delighted to see him back again, sa.f
and sound. Dick immediately reported to General
Washington. It was only the next day before the~
were on the march into lower ·westchester, to
meet the redcoats. Near Morrisania, the ne~
day, they came upon a considerable party of red·
coats. Colonel Hand and his riflemen were in th~
region, and Dick at once sent off a messenger td
him. Then he attacked th e redcoats, while await
ing- Hand's arrival. As the boys threw themselve
upon the enemy, Dick suddenly caught sight o
Major Dodd, and he and the boys made fox hi
The Major suddenly realized his danger, and trie
to escape. He made his attempt too late, however
for the plucky fellows were already upon him an
had him surrounded in another moment. The
were driven back and a number of prisoners weitaken.
After the fight Dick recognized the lieutenan
among the prisoners. The major was sent tO
Colonel Hand under guard. A little later he at;.;
tempted to escape, but was shot and killed. The
lieutenant was exchanged some time a.fter tha
and Dick bade him a hearty adieu, and \vishe
him all maimer of good luck.
·when the lieutenan t went back to his own coun
try, after the wm-, he induced Patience to ac
company him as his wife.
The boys never saw either of them again, but
often thought of the exciting times in old New
New York during which they had made their ac·
quaintance, chief among them being the great
fire.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AND THE TORY BANDIT; OB,
THE ESCAPE OF THE GOVERNOR."
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CUR.R ENT N EWS
GIANT GAS TANK BEING BUILT
T he secon<l largest gas hol<ler in the world is
un der constructio n in Baltimore: When fully inflated the great tank will have a capacity of 10,0&0,000 cubic feet of gas.
LARGE ST LOCK
T he greatest single lock in all the world is in
operation on the "Soo" Canal. This lock has a
length of 1,350 feet, with a width of 50 feet, a
height of 50 f eet and a lift of 20 f eet. These dimensio ns far snrp<i ss those of any other lock in
the v?orld, the lengtl1 of the biggest lock in the
Kiel Canal being but 1,032 feet. Two of the largest lake freigh te:-s that plow thes e vrnters, or
f eur small steamers, may be acco mmodated in the
lock at one time. The lock is operated by means
of electricity and r eqnires but six minutes to be
fil led or emptied.

----- --

WHALE WITH LEGS.
The first whale with hind legs h as been caught
in B1·itish Columbia. This was described at a recent lect1,lre h eld at t he American Museum of
Natural History. The legs project some four feet
frem the bodv neal' the tail, and al'e :ibout six
inches broad, the bones being covered with a thick
layer of blubber which may or may not have contained muscle. The whale, a female fifty feet in
length, was ~nfortur:at ely not .Preserved at t?e
Victoria "vhalmg station, where it was brought rn,
an d one of the legs was broken off by those making the capture.
FAST :MAIL TIME.
On Februar y 23rd the United States Mail Service broke all r ecords for fast mail between San
Francisco and New York City, when an airplane
reached M ineola with seven pounds of mail. The
distance covered was over 2,700 miles, .and the
actual time 33 hours and 20 minutes, or twice as
:§a.st as mail has ever been carried between the
two cities by the air l'Oute. Night fl ying made the
reeord possible. Jack Knight of Cheyenne, Wyo.,
ca.rried the mail through the night, steering by
compass between Omaha and Chicago. Although
the rout~ was new to him, he flew over the 1,000m ile course and landed safely.

T hat 's wh y February ordinarily has bnt 28
clays and wh y August has 31, in keeping with the
dignity of its imperious namesake.
ABRUZZI' S POLAR STA~ SOLD FOR J UNK.
Patriotic Italians greatly regret the fate of the
ship Poiar Star, once the pride of the Duke of
the Abruzzi, cousin of Italy's king, who commanded the only North Polar expedition Italian s
h ave made.
T he Duke penetrated furth er north than Nr.nsen had done shortly before. On hi s return home,
where he was much feasted, in terv ie wed, pictured and praised, the Duke presented the ship
to the italian Governmei"!t.
Any other governmen t, say the patriots, would
have been proud of such :i histo.:ic ship and would
at least have kept it i;1 good condition. It was
moored in th~ Tiber for a long while lent to a
charitable society as a playground for' poor chiidr en, abandoned even by t'.1e youn gsters, allowed
to go to rack and ruin, unrn it became an evesore
on the Roman landscape, and '"'as then fai;:en in
a very broken do-:rn state to the port of Civitavethe most
cobia a f ew miles fror:1 Rome, as bein"'
0
fitting spot for its decay.
.But the P.ort ther e is encumbered with ncany
thmgs, and tne once smart and efficient Po!ai' Star
has been sold as junk for 27,000 lire. At to-day's
exchange ~ate, it is little more than $1,000.
The Italian Naval League heard of the sale too
late to rescue this relk of royal enterprise· the
junk dealer had already put down th:i m;nev.
t so mean
The Navy I~ea gue has protested a.,.ains
0
•
an end to the gallant ship.

THE CAMPAIG N AGAI:!'" 8T RAT S
.A special confer~nce of state health officers
with the U. S. Public Health Service was held in
'J'.exas last August to consider the bubonic plague
s1tll:ation? a"ld the r esoh,tion w<:s adopted that "a
nation-w1<lc effort should be made to determin"
as accurately as possible the presence or absenc;
o~ rodent p lague i;i all por~s of entry and principal centers of railway freight transportat ion in
the United States," an d further that the present
situation in the southern states "shemld be the
occ~sion for inauguratin g a i:iat!on-wide campaign
agamst rodents on economic as Y.rell as public
health grounds." In this connection the Public
WHY FEBRUAR Y IS SHORT.
full ins tructions conl n the old days when the Roma~ rulers l:ad Health Service has published
rat proofing and has
nothing else to worry about, th ey did somethmg cerning rat surveys and ordinance with a view
drawn up a model bui_lding
t o the calendar.
is a fact not generally
And February, it appears, '\Yas a victim. Origi- to elin~i nating rats. It from
their well-known
nally this perfectly good month had 30 clays in recogmzeci that. apart
rats impose a very
:ijlap years a n d 29 in other years. February is powers of spreading disease,
the community . In
:(!'om the Latin, meaning "to purify." It was the serious econ.o mic burden upon
t hat their depredation s
~us tom of t he Romans t o celebrate the festival this country it is estimated
~mount to $167,000,000 a year. · The rat populaof purification in February.
ely estiJulius Caesar named J uly in h is own honor -h e tion of the United States is conservativ
popu lation, an'l
saw to it the1·e were 81 days in it. T hen along mated to be equal t o the human
for Great
came Au gu stus an d a month was named for him similar figu r es have beenandpublished
Germany. The analso. Bu t August looked around and picked on Bri tain, Denmark, Franceis estimated
a t $1.80 in
Febr uary, wh ich h a d n o one pa1·ticularly to defend nual upkeep per rodent Denmark, and $1.00 in
in
it. He just took a day off F ebruary and adde d Grea t Britain, $1.20
France. (These are pre-war fi gures.)
it to his own p et month.
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Tim Turpin of Temagam
A TALE OF THE GREAT NORTH WOODS
By Ralph Mc>rton
(A S~·rial Story)
CHAPTER XI.
Bob Refuses To Square Tim.
"Well, I'm sure that you are a hero, too," said
she. "I wish you would tell me all about your
brave deeds. Won't you do so now?"
Bob Gordon could hardly believe his good luck.
But he quickly walked to the big wide bench by
the open log fireplace, and there related the story
of his life, putting on many frills and furbelows
which had never existed before that night.
"Well, even she believes the brui things about
me. So it is all up now, surely enough,'' thought
Tim.
But Bob did not have such an easy conquest as
he thought. For the girl was a shrewd one, and
she had noticed a suspicious manner about Bob.
Deep in her heart she had begun to admire Tim
more than any young man she had ever met, and
she determined to bring out the trickery of the
other, which she already suspected.
And like a clever girl, she was doing it by the
method which was the hardest to oppose-th at of
encouragem ent and cajolery.
For more than an hour Bob talked with the
owner's daughter, telling of his exploits and
showing his vanity in a hundred ways by manner and words.
The girl listened demurely, and led him on to
thinking that he had made a tremendous impression with her.
.
·
At last her father called to h er, for he was
starting to the cabin quarters which they were
occupying during their stay at Henderson' s lumber camp.
That gentleman, Andy Henderson, was thinking deeply and long, and at last called over one
of his men for a little conversatio n after May
Lawrence had left.
Buck had gone to sit before the log fire, to
dream rosy dreams of his own big chances and
the great .f uture which he was sure was now before him.
"Say, Buck," remarked A.ndy Henderson to his
assistant foreman, "I have an idea. Didn't you
remember my sending Bob down the glen, and
then i;ending Tim after him, to keep him from
going to the road to the camp!"
"Yes," responded Buck.
"Well, sirree bob! I believe that the whole
mystery is hanging right around those trails.
It's moonlight in another hour or so, and let's
you and me go and see if there was more than
one trai'l down to that roadway. It just struck
me."
The assistant looked at him with a wink.
"Say, that's pretty good. We'll just see how
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it is, and then can spring a surprise. How about
it 7"
"Correct. But say nothing. I have an idea
that Tim is shielding the guilty party, but you
and I are the only ones who know about this.
So let's wait until a bit later."
They sat and talked a while, and presently
Bob retired to the bunk-room, for he wanted
to gloat over Tim, because of his long talk with
the girl outside.
Bob was also curious to see how Tim would
take the whole matter, for he was certain that
his own case was covered up completely.
Tim was lying quietly on his couch, although
it is safe to say that he was not sleeping, with the
theft of one hundred dollars at his door. Going
to the bunk side Bob gave him a shake of the
shoulder.
"Tim, Tim,'' h e said in a low voice. "I've got
something important to .tell you."
Tim's spirits bounded upward. He felt that
something would now be done to justify him. But
he was doomed to a bitter disappointm ent, for
the other had no such generous impulse in mind.
Far from it!
• •
"I've done what I said I would, Tim; I've
been talking with her all evening, and she t hiytks
I'm the real thing. I'll be heir to these forest
lands before ano.ther month is up. You mark
my words!"
"Now, Bob, please keep such matters to yours·elf. I do not care to hear from your lips such
words about a fine young lady who is far above
each of us."
"Oh, cut out that silly talk," snarled Bob impatiently. "The trouble with you is that you are
too jealous and envious to be able to do anything."
He gave a laugh of contempt then, and continued glibly:
"Yes, and you are under suspicion. You had
better wait until you clear your name, before you
begin trying to cut me out, Tim Turpin. You
are not in the running any more, and you are
not good enough sport to admit it. I hate a bad
loser."
The other could .s tand no more of this treatment, and he arose and sat on his bunk side, with
flashing eyes.
"How dare you talk fo me that way? Even
if you are my friend, you must be square with
me. I have endured enough for your sake, and
you had better not destroy my affection for you,
Bob Gordon!"
Gordon trembled, as he replied with a show of
indifference and sneering scorn.
"You make me smile. You are ·t rying to ~hift
the blame-wh y, I'll bet that you are so jealous
that you wouldn't hesitate to accuse me of getting that money."
Bob •t hought that he had taken the wind out
of Tim's sails by this speech. But he was wrong,
for the fex t answer floored him.
"You are a silly fool,'' said Tim. "I have been
trying not to betray your secret, but you 'B.re apt
to betray yourself 'by just such speeches as that,
Bob. I followed your trail in the snowshoes down
to the road trail, and I saw where you had
walked up to the unconsciou s man. I saw your
trail go back into the forest again, toward the
spot where the men were working on the logs."
(To be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES

THE FIRST . STEEL PEN
Some eighty years .ago Joseph Gillet was a
work.ing jeweler in Birming h an, England . One
day he acciden tally split one of his fin e steel tools
and, being suddenl y require d to sign a receipt and,
not finding a quill 'handy, he used the split to ol
as a substiti1 te. T his happy inciden t i3 said to
have Je-1 to the idea of m a kin g pens of metal.
KILLE D BY BENZO IN FUl\IES
Raymon d Marque z of Brookly n, employ ed at
the fa ctory of Anthon y Napolit an, manufa cturer
of a roofing prepara tion at 454 Lorime r street,
dropped a five pound can of benzoin which he was
carryin g. He bent over to pi ck vn the can, and
' e by fumes .
fell to the fl oor, apparen tl y ovi:o:
Catheri ne's
An ambula nce was called from
Hospita l, and by the time it arrived Marque z was
dead.
Dr. D e P edro, the ambula nce surgeon , sa·id he
believed it, was possible for the benzoin fumes
escapin g from th e can to have caused death. The
medical examin er's office beg·an an investig ation.

A d etail of policem en quell ed the riot. Thct
drovers were cut and bruised , bt1t :;eemed most
co~c e rn ed over the lo ss of their char ges.
The Departm ents of Health and Public Safety
have had l!llCt!:· ronside 'r ation for several weeks
o:rdi:i a nces fotbiddi ng- the p romiscu ous driving of
pig.s through the streets.

TREE GROWS ON TOWER
. A tree growing on the courtho use tower has
given Greensb urg, Incl., t he name of "T he Lone
Tree City." The tree first appeare d in 1871 and
? as :weat.h ercd th~ storms for nearly 49 years. It
is.still alive and vigorou s, leaflng out in the spring
with other trees and waving its branche s at a
heir?:ht of 110 fret from the g-ro trnd.
This t r~e is r eally one of t he world's wonder:>.
There is only one other place where there is anyt hing of the ki!:':d and that is on an old mill in
Scotlan d, near the birthpla ce cf Ro bert Burns.
"Whenever a pas;;;er;g·er train g-oe~ thrnup:h Greensburg the windo '.\"S go uµ and heads are thrust out.
There is much cranine· of necks to see the courthouse tree.
There were seven trees in all apneari ng in the
early 70s on the tower and an eighth in 1900.

THAT CAPRO N! GIANT
For a long time back rumors have been coming
to us of the remark able giant machine bei ng constructed bv the Capron i Brother s of Italy. Now
"MYSTERY MAGAZINE "
we learn th a t thi s machin e, a huge fl ying boat
with i:. capacitv of 100 passeng ers, is complet ed. SEMI-M ONTHL Y
10 CENTS A COPY
It has cost $800,000 to constru ct, and over four
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69 TH E SPIR IT BELL. by Ctn r les
BANDI TS LOOT CELLA R OF LIQUO R
Eig ht unmask ed boy bandits looted the wine
cella r of W. H . Hoyt, wealthy capitali st; in the
fa shionab le Mission Hills district , K ansas City,
Mo., of $15 ,000 worth of wines and liquors. T he
robbery , kept secret for two weeks, .was commit ted by dayligh t.
The boys entered by the front door, bound a
butler a nd took their pick of the capitali st's liquors. They carried cases of wine and whisk y out
to the drivewa y, piling the loot in an auto truck.
During the robbery Mrs. C. S. Jones, mother- inlaw of Hoyt, descend ed from an upper floor. She
was " covered " bv one of the robbers and comp elled to watch the d epr edation.
A fter filling their machin e the bandits fled.
PIGS RUN WILD
Several hundred pigs ran wild through the
streets and yards in the East Buffalo section
- March 5, when 200 women, weary of waiting for
city ordinan ces to regulat e live stock driving in
the streets, took the law into their own hands. The
w omen first argued with the drovers and, finding
them obdurat e attacke d them with sticks and
a t oml!s. The pigs scattere d during t he melee.

T!I f<; HOl."SE BEHIND '. rHE w ,u, L. b.v J:.ilian
Darrow.
71 T HB ADMIRA L'S SPOONS . lly Wll!!nrn Hnm!lton
Osborne .
72 TH E CA:'\ I NF. CLUF.. by Th os. J. Ln!ly.
73 '.l'H F. PS YCHIC I•:~HJMY. h .v Arthur Wm. Andreen.
74 TH E WONDE R G!Rh hy Ilal[lh Cummln •.
75 ON TllF. WHONI+ 'l'RA!L, by Rthel R o"~m one ~.
76 THE SPrR IT WITNF.S S, by Chas. I~. Oursl mund
77 THE LITTLE WHITE RO O~t. by '.\!arc Ed
J on es.
78 TIHJ S'l'OLF.N Y"F.Ail, by F.durnnil J<;iliot.
Wil79 TVi ~m.A }'l1~~o!J: HOLLYW O OD HOV~J,;, by
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THE SIX VICTIMS
By JOHN SHERMAN
One evening a man rode into one of the mushroom " cities" on our Wester n border, and drew
r ein before the principal hotel.
A motley crowd of lOungers, consisting in the
main of gamblers, worthless miners and wellknown law-breake rs, greeted his appearance , and
from the appellation of "Stranger," which they
applied to him, it was evident that he was not a
f requenter of the place.
While the horseman's clothes were genteel and
unapproach able for that lawless portion of our
Union, his face was pale, haggard, and in every
sense of the word woe-begone .
"Gentlemen ,'' he said, addressing the crowd,
" will one of you fetch me a glass of whisky?"
"Certainly, pardner," said a tall, red-shirted
miner. "D'ye want the best?"
"If it is good-yes," was the reply, and the
sarcasm was received with a smile.
Without noticing the q1·ight silver dollar which
the haggard-lo oking man displayed, the miner entered the hotel and soon r eappeared with a glass
of liquor, which he handed to its wisher.
The next moment a single gulp caused it to
disappear, and the horseman said, as he returned
the glass:
"Did you ever hear ·of Tom Bernard?"
"Never!" was the answer from a dozen.
"Well, that's who I am," the stranger continued. "I look pretty hard, eh? Been riding a Jong
distance. See here!"
With the last word the speaker unbuttoned the
coat that covered his breast, and revealed a shirt
stained with gore.
Ejaculation s of horror went up from the crowd.
"Been shot? Yes, sir!" Bernard said, replying
to the wild looks and wilder exclamatio ns of one
at the same time. "It's the end of Tom Bernard.
but I swol'e that I wouldn't die until I had emptied my r evolver among the devils who did this,
and I die right here-righ t here in Deadwood. "
Bernard tossed his reins carelessly upon the
neck of his jaded steed, and drew a formidable
Colt's revolver.
At sight of the deadly weapon there was a
movement of uneasiness in the crowd.
"Hang 'im!" grated one .m an. "The chap ma?
be crazy. If he raises that thing, I'll drop 'iml
But Bernard smiled at the fears of the crowd,
and hastened to dissipate them.
"No f ears, gentlemen. We are all friends t ogether," he said. "I .never s·a w one of you before
to-day, and before sundown we shall part forever.
I know this, for they are coming, and I am going
to die here."
.
"Comin'! who are?" said a dark-faced desperado, rising to his feet, ·a nd stalking towards the
white-faced man. "If they're after you, an' are
too many, I'll stand up an' help you through. Mike
Blue never did go back on a fellow-man what was
h ard pressed."
T he rough turned t o the crowd for a confi rma-
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tion of his boast, and received it in flatt er ing coin.
"Thar, stranger !" he said, turning upon Bernard, and waving his revolver with pride towards
his hardened associates, "thar -stands the boys
what knows Mike Blue, a n' knows him for a man
what has a big heart. If you want help it is
hyar! If thar's twent y uv us, thar's at least
t hirty revolvers, an' we- -"
"No!" interrupted Bernard. " It is my figh t.
You boys haven't anything at stake in it. I thank
you all. I knew there were men in Deadwood. "
"If you are determined t o go it alone, we will
respect ye1· decision,'' Blue said. "You says they
are after you?"
"Yes."
"How many?"
"Twelve."
"An' you hev but one revolver?"
"Yes."
"Then take Mike Blue's an' hev another. It are
a good un-killed three men on cinnamon Bar last
winter. You look as if you kin use one."
Bernard shook his head, and pushed the proff ered weapon aside.
"Many thanks, Mike," he said. "If I took it I
might kill somebody whom I would spare. Mr,
own weapon is all I want. Six shots-six men!'
"If you hit all the time," Blue said, doubtingly ,
"But it appears to me that thar's gallopin' down
the road."
·
Tom Bernard caught the import of the sentence
before the desperado could finish it, and turned
his head to listen.
There were unmistakab le sounds of a cavalcade
approachin g the dingy "square," and the crowd
listened and watched the determined man.
" 'Tis they!" Bernard said, closing his lips firmly behind the Ia.at monosyllab le, and he deliberatel y cocked his ~apon.
"Stand back, boys," Mike Blue said to his confreres. "There is goin' to be fun here, an' if Bernard thai- doesn't hev a fair showin' why we'll
get 'im one."
'
"I'll get that-neve r mind!" the horseman said.
"I will show you a speciment of shooting that
may amaze some of you, and, as it will be the
last I shall ever give, you may, perhaps, remember it."
.
Then his eyes wandered down the narrow street
of Deadwood, flanked on either side by saloons
and other places of disreputabl e resort, and
caught sight of the twelve horsem en who had
entered the town.
They came forward at a brisk gallop, each man
grasping a revolver or carbine.
Rough-look ing fellows they were-red- shirted
grizzly-bea rded characters -men who did not
value life save for the privilege of casting it away
in a fierce, wild fight.
They !ode straight for the "hotel,'' and a cry
of astonishme nt, not unmingled with satisfaction ,
pealed from their throats when they beheld their
man calmly awaiting them.
"Gentlemen ," said Bernard to Mike Blue and
his companions , "one of those men killed my
bro th el~I h>ok r~venge. They shot me this
morning-s hot me cowardly from behind a cliff.
Now we are going to settle our feu d forever. Six
shots-six men. You shall see."
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. Almost before the last word had lef'C the animals, what is likely to be the increase from
speaker's lips, the harsh voice of the leader of the 200,000 animals in the next 28 years?' The increase is almost unbelievable. In other words,
self-made vigilantes was heard.
"We have you now!" he cried. "Surrender at the industry, properly handled, should have a
discretion, or we'll make a sieve of your carcass!" great future. ·
"The Alaskan firm which has started the inThere was no reply, but Tom Bernard's eyes
twinkled with a light that is indescribable, and dustry exported 1,600 head to Seattle last year.
They have established four small cold-storage
a singular smile distorted his ashen lips.
at points on the Alaskan coast, where the
plants
watched
hotel
the
before
borderers
the
How
can readily be driven down for slaughter
reindeer
him!
to be refrigerated and loaded for shipment. I
Not one looked to the rough men who demand- have recently been studying the possibilities of
ed the hunted brother's surrender. He was the the Alaskan reindeer industry when well developcenter of attraction.
ed. I believe Alaska contains available range to
A minute of inactivity was not permitted to maintain from four to five million reindeer. The
follow the demand.
estimate has been made that it would take care
Bernard was smiling still when he raised his of 10,000,000, but I think that it too high.
from
sent
shots
revolver, and so quick we're six
"Five million reindeer would give an output of
its chambers, that not one of Mike's gang could about 1,250,000 reindeer a year. Dressed for
c0unt them.
market, one now averages 150 pounds: Taking It was a piece of rapid firing that astonished this weight and the present value of reindeer
.
.
meat, the fully developed reindeer industry in
every one.
Six saddles seemed to have been emptied s1m- Alaska should yield approximately $43,000,000 a
u!taneously, for six men were lying on the ground year. Reindeer have been in Alaska 28 years and
before the smoke left Bernard's weapon.
their increase under crude methods _o f haJJ.dling
After the last shot, Tom Bernard flung his re- has been almost startli~. Under proper scientific supervision and modern methods, the industry
volver at Mike Blue's feet, saying:
"Take it, Mike, and think of me," then before should develop very rapidly.
the astonished vig ilantes could recover their equi"There are big herds of wild caribou about the
librium, he tore open his coat and jerked every Mt. McKin!ey region, some bul!s which dress up to
about 400 pounds. We plan to capture some bulls
bandage from his breast.
A gush of long-imprisoned blood follo,w ed this of this stock and use them with an experimental
terrible acti on, and the next moment Bernard fell herd of reindeer cows for the purpose of building
up a higher grade of reindeer, having greater
from his horse.
weight and increased hardiness. I believe it will
He was dead!
years to have the
When the " soi disant" vigilantes discovered be practicable in less than ten from
250 to 300
this they mingled with the crowd, and told the reindeer of Alaska running
of 150 pounds as
stoiv of Bernard's crime, which was the same as pounds to the carcass, instead
at presen t. The incTeased weight .would increase
his hasty narration o:f-.it.
the value of the folly developed Alaska reindeer
industry enough to br ing the potential output
••
••
arouud $60.000,000 at present valties. Tfrnt is
more than the fisheries of Alaska produce.
REINDEER MEAT FOR U. S. FOOD
Santa Claus's reindeer have promise of becoming a factor in the meat sup ply of this country, as
FIRST RAILROAD OUT OF CHICAGO
they are in Scandinavia, wher e reindeer meat last
year sold at a higJ;ter price ~han bee! ~r mutt.on.
The first railroad to get charter out of Chicago
A nd th e Government is g omg to aid m puttmg was the Galena :.>.nd Chicago Union. It was charthe infant industry of Alaska on its fe et by ex- tered on Jan. 16, 1836, and work on it was at
periments in increasing the reindeer's weight to once begun. The object of this road was to
about double its present average, scientifically increase the value of real estate at both points.
breeding them, locating ranges and scientifically Galena being then a leading village of the West,
studying their diseases, parasites and grazing obtained precedence in the naming of the road.
problems. Provision is made in the agricultural Just two days after the incorporation of the
appropriation bill of this year for that purpose.
Galena and Chicago Union Railroad the Illinois
Dr. E . W. Nelson, chief of the Biological Sur- Central Railroad was incorporated. The 58 invey, in urging the appropriation, told Congress corporators failed to do anything, and the project
there are about 200,000 reindeer in Alaska, of collapsed. It was revived by its immense land
which about three-fourths belong to the natives grant in September, 1850. The Galena and Chiand about one-fourth to the Government and to cago Union Railroad was revived in 1846, and by
white owners who have ·started a commercial in- Nov. 21, 1848, the engine was running on the ten
dustry in reindeer grewing for meat. Thei!te rein- miles of completed road west of Chicago, condeer multiplied from an original importation of veying materials and laborers to carry on the
1,280 animals made 28 years ago for the benefit work. On Nov. 20, 1848, Chicago received its
first wheat transported by rail. In December,
of the Eskimos.
"People have asked me what the future of the 1850, the Galena and Chicago Union was comindustry is likely to be," said Dr. Nelson. "I have pleted to Elgin, Ill., 42 miles, and was the first
replied by asking them the question: 'If 1,280 railroad out of Chicago. B Sept. 4, 1853, thls
reindeer in 28 years produced the present 200,000 road was 121 miles long.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CHINESE PIO NEERS I N FISHERIES
The Chinese have devoted themselves for nearly
four thousand ::cars to t he artificial propagation
of fish, shell fish, pearls an<l sponges.
THUGS RETURN HERO MEDAL
While a negro woman held up Mrs. Annabelle
Gemas, along the West Penn street car line n ear
the Gemas home, Connelsville, Pa., Feb. 12, two
negroes searched her, took her pocketbook, containing about $30, b'.lt returned a gold service
medal which the woman's husba1'd, the late
George Gemas, had been awarded for service in
the Spanish-American war.
A PERUVIAN MARVEL
One of 'the •most interesting trips afforded by
foe present transportation facilities of Peru is
that over the Oroyo Railroad, which runs from
Callao to the gold fieids of Cerro de Pasco. It is
considered one of the· wonders in the Peruvian
world. It is certainly the greatest feat of railway engineering in either hemisphere. Commencing in Callao, it ascends the narrow vailey of the
Rimac, rising nearly five thousand feet in the
first forty-six miles. Thence it goes through the
int!-icate ·gorges of the Sierras till it tunnels the
!\.ndes at an altitude of fifteen thousand six hundred and forty-Jive feet, the highest point in the
world wher e a piston-rod is moved by steam. The
wonder is doubted on remembering that this elevation is reached in seventy-eight miles.
FRENCH JUDGES PAID LESS THAN
WORKMEN.
Paris, Feb. 12.-Judges of many of tl1e French
wurts,including some of the htghei: tribunals,
u e hinting that they would like to have their
pay raised at least to the equivalent of telegraph
1perators, warehouse watchmen and junior army
1fficers. Their friends point out that the salaries
1f many of the magistrates are less than tho~e
1f even ordinarily skilled workmen.
The newspapers have taken up the campaign
ai their behalf and are ur'1'imr that thev be
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granted allowances to enable them to live at
least decently. Some of the judges have told
publicly that their colleagues without private incomes have to sell their effects accumulated in
better days or <lo clel'ical \¥Ork at h ome to keep
up a living.
French judges are paid from 500 francs a
month (now equivalent to about $35) up to 833
francs (now equivalent to about $58) for the presiding judge of the .higher tribunals.

LAUGHS
"Doctor," said the sweet young maiden, "I've
beei1 told that eating cucumbers will remove
freckles ." "So it will 'on one condition,'' replied
the doctor. "And what is that?" "That the
freckles .are on the cucumbers!"
"Hold on, dere, Jimmy Kelly! Yer· need not
read me no more items out'n de newspaper 'bout
soda-fo·, mtains expladin' an' manglin' de customers, an' girls g1ttin' poisoned by ptomai:Jes in
ice cream. If yer dead broke, jest say so, like a
man' an' I'll t'ink jest as much uv y er."
"How did you like Doctor Fourthly last Sunday morning?" asked Mrs. Oldcastle. "Don't you
think he indulged rather freely in mixed metapli.01·?" "Goodness! I didn't n otice him. Did he
have it i·ight there in the pulpit? Thi,;'il be a
terrib1e biow to Josiah. He thinks so much of
the doctor."
A pompous business man of this city was one
day lecturing one of his clerks on the manner in
which he spent his money, and on his habits
generally. "I started at the foot of the ladder"
said he. "I did not always have a carriage. Wh~n
I tirst started in life I walked." "You were
lucky,'' grinned the youth. "When I first started
in life I couldn't."
"Have you decided yet upon a name for that
new suburb of yours'!" "Yes, I am going to
call it Lookout." "I can't see anything striking
or original about that." "You can't? Think how
everybody in the train will run t o the windows
when the brakeman calls out the name of the
station."
"How's your mother?" asked the neighl:or.
"Worried to death,'' answe1·ed the boy who was
swinging on the front gate. "Father's hunting
in the Adirondacks, brother Bill's gone to a political convention, brother Jack's joined a foot ball
team, and the dressmaker has just told mother
that she'd look a fright in mourning."
"I want a lawn-mower," said Mr. Sewburb,
"one that is a misfit in every way. One that
couldn't be pushed by an electric powe1·-house,
and that wouldn't cut grass anyway." "May I
ask," said the amazed clerk, "why you wish such
a machine ?" "Certainly," replied Mr. Sewburb.
"I want to break some of my neighbors of the
borrowirnz habit.".
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
CATERPIL LARS AS FOOD
At a recent meeting of the Entomolog ical Society of America, Mr. J. M. Aldrich of the National Museum stated he found a small tribe of
Mono Lake Indians which caught and dried a ton
and a half of caterpillars iri a season for food.
THE PIGMENT DEPOSITS
The discovery of an extensive deposit of ocher
and sienna at no great distance from the surface
and within 30 miles of Adelaide, South Austxalia,
has attracted much local interest, particularly - in
view of the abnormally ·high price of imported
paint pigments. Though regarded primarily as a
mining proposition, the discover y is important in
a manufactu ring sense. During the years of war
several new paint works were established in Australia, but the promoters were handicappe d to
some extent by the necessity of importing most of
the requisite raw materials. This new find of
ocher and sienna therefore extends the possibilities of the paint industry and should render it
largely independen t of overseas supplies of the
basic pigments.
CURRENT S IN THE MAINE GULF
Some interesting exploration s have recently
been made in the so-called Gulf of Maine. 330
drift bottles were set out in the bay and 16 of
these bottles were picked up off the shorns of the
Gulf of Maine. Each bottle contained a Canadian
post card to be sent to the Biological station with
the offer of a reward to the finder who wrote the
time and place of finding and posted the card.
The larger bottles had a galvanized iron drag.
which was attached so that the bottle was hung
at a depth of three fathom_s. This was done to
minimize the effect of the wind. Seven out of the
11 bottles which went to Cape Cod were found
between seventy and eighty days ifter being sent
out. The distance from the Ba"J of Fundy is
• about 300 nautical miles; therefore, the rate of
drift was 4 nautical miles per day. The1·e was a
map of the course of the drift bottles published in
a recent issue of "Science."
A NEW USE FOR PIE TINS
Death-deal ing baits, violent destruction by use
of gun and dog, traps and other ensnaremen ts,
and even the building of a coyote-proo f fence,
are among the methods of arresting the encroachments of coyotes in the West, a predatory animal
so destructive to domestic livestock. It remains,
however, for a ranger of the United States Forest Service operating in Utah to employ a simple
but clever method of "shooing" away the sneaking thieves of the cattle and sheep ranges.
Acting upon the theory that wild animals are
suspicious of artificial illuminati.i n, lighted lant erns are stationed near bed gn:mnds used by
sheep in timber-line ranges of the National forests. These all-night beacons have their lightreflecting powers multiplied by suspending a new
shining tin plate on each side of the lantern. This
."
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arrangeme nt is effected by means of a rod tied
to the handle of the lantern, made secure by insertion in the ring of the hood of the lighting fixtm:e, the tin plates being suspended by strings
from the ends of the rod.
The free swing of the coyote guard-lante rn
plates sends forth perit>dical flashes of illumination from the lantern which penetrate the darkness, throwing fright into the camp of the marauding pest whose stealthy invasions of sheep
herds may be of nightly frequency. Other than
reflecting a weird flash of light, a strong wind
may serve to create a jangling noise. The ingenious forest official does not tell us how the guardlantern plates operate in the absence of a wind.
It is to be assumed, however, that the range of
its effectivenes s is somewhat controlled by the
power of wind currents to keep in constant motiou
the light-reflec ting plates.

FRENCH GUN WITH 200-MILE RANGE
Interesting tests of what is claimed to be a
gun which may have a range of 200 miles, th e
invention of Lieutenant Colonel Maze of the
French army, were recently made on a model in
miniature at the Belgian artillery range at Vivegnis, near Liege, before a number of French
and Bel~ian staff officers and artillery experts,
says a dispatch from Paris to the Chicago Tribune. The inventor claims a 300-kilome ter range
as against the 125-kilome ter range registered by
the German "Big Bertha" in the bombardment of
Paris from the St. Gobain forest in November,
1918. The first tests, which continued for six
days, were held near the end of December. The
small model used as a testing gun was built along
special lines, with the caliber of the French 3inch piece. Colonel Maze has named the gu n
"Turbo," because, turbine like, the velocity of the
projectile increases as the range grows g1·eater.
The remarkable range of the gun is claimed to be
due to three factors: the nature of the explosive
used, the gun itself and the character of the projectile. One of the striking characteris tics of
the piece is its equal thickness from breech to
muzzle. Improveme nts and refinements of th e
shell, it is claimed, reduce resistance, l?jiving increased range with the same initial velocity. This
is made partly possible through a sharp-point ed
nose and a flattened end, thus r esembling the
shell used by the "Big Bertha." The special barrel used is capable of withstandin g a pressure of
3,000 kilograms per square centimeter. The dispatch states that discovery of a certain e'l:plosive,
which continued to exert its maximum pressure
until the shell left the gun, influenced the con~ti:uction of the "Big Bertha," which type of gun,
it is added, has now been further developed in the
"Turbo," after experiment s with and close study
of the German gun. French and Belgian authorities are represented as endeavorin g to keep particulars of the new piece of ordnance secret, despite Article VIII of the Covenant of the League
of Nations, wherein the signatories are pledged to
inform each other concerning their armaments .
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GET
THIN
REDUCE ¥/EIGHT

EASILY

Stop worrying ~bout your over-stoutness.
T ake
K orain, follow the simple, health-improving Korein sys·
tern and it is positively guaranteed you will lose 10 to
60 pounds or even more-whatever amount of super·
lluous fat yea need to be rid of-or this self treatment
will cost you nothing as we offer Cash Refund Guarantee! It is in every box of Korein tabules.
Measure and weigh yourself now; aim for a delight·
ful, steady reduction and to become healthier, younger
in appearance, more active and attractive; to gain real
beauty. The shadow pictures hypothetically show ap·
pearance before and after success~ul reduction.
This method is also guaranteed to be perfectly harmless. Many who use KOREIN tabules and follow
Korein system are astonished at the reduction-after
all else fails.
Recommended by numerous phys,iciana
and by very many persons who have reduced the!r
weight.
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A prominent Philadelphian, George Reyn!ds, Walton '
Avenue, lost 20 lbs. the first month and continued using
Korein until he reduced 64 lbs. Mrs. J. B. Hansen,
Plattsville, reduced 20 lbs. in less than 2 months. Mrs.
L. C. Patrick, Niland, wanted to reduce 8 lbs.- and
did so in two weeks. Miss Ray lost 69 lbs. An .Albany
business man, F. G. Drew, lost 56 lbs. in 3 months.
lviany say ''fat seems to melt away,'' or ''measure·
men ts decrease like magic,'' etc.
Many report an
average loss of 5 to 12 lbs. monthly. Why not YOU?

Get a small bo:a: of Koreln tabules (pronounced koreen) at a.ny
· busy pharmacy; or the drugi;ist will ret it for you. Or buy •'
the drug counter of a department store. Or, write us enclosinr
$1.00, cash, check or stamp11, and we will mall you a box in
plain wrapper. Berin reducing now I Become tMn and atay 30 I
New Book "Reduce Weigh.t Happily" gins hp e l' l B
ful information. Wiil be mniled free with ou
money nfund guarantee and testimonials, all I
plain wrapper, on r equest. Cut this adTertlsemeDt
out and keep It. Show f at fritmda. Do not lose
this chance of a lifetime to improTe yourself marvelously. Remember-get KOREIN tabulea. Address:
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Korein Company, NC-375, Station X, New York

Thomas \V ard1
president
an a
general manager
of the Ward Copper Company, of
New York, was
found frozen t o
death a few miles
from
T e 1I e r ,
Alaska, January
12, say advices
reaching
Nome.
Ward left the
company's
mining ca1r;p in the
inner Seward ueninsula with 'an
Eskimo man and
woman and tv.ro
dog t eams, to go
to T eller, a reindeer station on
Grantly Harbor.
After reaching
the top of the divide above Teller
the th1·ee became
lost in th e darkness. The Eskimos said they decided to go 'back
to a cabin they
had
seen,
but
Ward proceeded
alone.
For the next
two days the Eskimos said they
were
sto rm
bound in the cabin, and on the
third day battled
their way to the
station, only to
learn that Ward
had not arrived.
A searching. party started out the
ne~
day and
found vl a r d , s
sled a nd dog
team on Dewey
Creek.
Members of
the s e a r c h i ng
party said Ward
had evidently left
his team on the
morning of the
twe If th
and
started for Teller,. ten miles distant. He probably
became confused,
they said, and
headed i n t h e
wrong direction.

POURS OIL ON
FIRE

Six members
of the family of
Jam es A d k i n s,
living
fourteen
miles north of
Washington
Court H o u s e ,
Ohio, were burned to death when
fire d e s t r o y ed
tiiei r home. Adkins was fatally
burned.
The fire followed the explosion of a coal
stove irito which
Adkins
poured
kerosene on hot
coals in an effort
to start a blaze
quickly.
Soon after 2
o'clock i n th e
morning Mr. Adkins
arose
to
heat water for
his three-weeksold
daughter,
who was ill. He
was pouring- kerosene into the
stove from a twogallon can, when
there 'Nas an.explosion, a:rd the
burning oil was
thrown , to
all
parts of the
room. Mrs. Adkins and her
baby, who occupied a bed in a
corner o f t h e
room, were enveloped in flames.
The three . other
children and Mr.
Bennett occupied
a single r oom on
the second floor
of the four-room
dwelling.
Adkins rushed
from the burning
building, rolled in
the mud, and
then ran a half
mi1e to a neighbor's house for
help.
By the time
neighbors arrived at the dwelling it was a mass
of
smouldering
embers.
Adkins
was brought to a
hospital here.
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Baldness
Conquered
RECIPE MAILED FREE
A veteran business man, almost completely

bald, who had tried numerous ton ls, lotlons,
shampoos, etc., witllout benefit, t'ame across
an Indian's recipe by which he grew a complete crop of luxuriant hair that he now
possesses.
Others-men and women-have reported
remarkable hair growth by the ~ame rneth9d.
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cannot be seen) you
imitate !lirds, Animals, etc. without

?;h~i~~Uft a~~d b~~· of
0

JOKll!S bv mail for IOc.
. ARDEE CO.,

D"pt. 16,

G:g;;.t~e J.,",!'~~h<;:.:!/~ ~~~!'1~~~
0

<
~.,;I'

St<lmford, C&. '

12 Games: 30Veroea for Autograph Albuma. ' Ali
t!ie Rbc-vlti+Sg,it f or 10 c t.I!. and ~~ eta. 'Postage,

JlO'iJ.LS

' t:Q., ll~•

~73 1'@11t1& 1iern1k. <;~n•

FAMOUS FOX
HOUND
SENTENCED
TO DEATH.
Old King, the
'most famous fox
hunter in Kentucky, was convicted at W inchester,- Ky., on a
charge of sheep
slaughter. County Judge W. Lee
Evans ruled the
dog was guilty,
but that instead
of the death penalty, asked by
t h e prosecuting
a t t o r n e y , the
judge ruled that
Old King must be
exiled from Kentucky for the rest
of his life.
Old King was
tried on a charge
that he, with two
puppies, had killed some sheep belonging to Robert
Taylor. The two
puppies were acquitted.
Old King and
the puppies belonged to Frank
Jones, noted fox
hunter, and when
the verpict of exile was pronounced , J on e s announced he had
received
letters
from all over the
country, the burden
being:
"Don't let them
kill
that
dog.
Ship him to me,
and he will be
safe and receive
every care."
County Attorney H. H. Moore
and V. W. Bush
prosecuted t h e
·dog, and Jones
employed Rodney
Haggard
and
Benjamin F i s hback, attorneys.

ITTLE ADS

Write_ to Riker & King, ~vertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 So11tll Wabash A venue Chicago, for particulars about advertisitzg ill tliis magazine.
'
HELP WANTED-Continued
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

SHORTHAN D- J,earn sys.tom f"w cvenini;:s (home); LADIES WANTED, and MEN, too, to address enveJ ..
ovea •nd mail adv-ertislni mn.tter a t home for larg
Practical;
then ecquiro Spt6d , pie:u,;ant practice.
g-ovcmment, mu- mail order firms, sp:tre or whole tlme. Can mak
Also valuable aid $10 to $35 wkly. No capital or u:perience required.
for JJ!'ofe~sional, business men; superintendents, me· llook explains everything; send 10 eta. to cover postace.
ch anicians, dectriciam;, in•estigators, detectives, teach- etc. Ward Pub. Cc .. Tilton, N. JI.
era, anthors, students-cvarybody.
.Ama1.lngl7 aim- DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Grea.t demand !o
men and women. Fasclna.tlng work. Particulars free.
ple. U1·0.:nu1e fret1. Kiug lnstiluto, EB-370, Station
Write, American Detective System, 1968 Broadway.
F, New 'York.
New York.
' WRITE THI: WOP.OS FOR A SONG. We revise Po•ms,
wrile musfc and i"Ua rnntee to secure publication. Sub·
MISCELLANEOUS
mtt poems on nny subject. Broadway Studios, 165C. SPORTS Own Book-Contains jazzy reading, dnrin
Fitzgerald Buildh1g, Ne\\' York.
n1ctures, EM.; prepaid, 25 cts.; catalogue 10 eta.
liamUton's Co., Barnes City, Iowa.
AGENTS
Prln
WE HAVE A 50-50 proposition on GUARANTEED HERE IT IS- A complete printing outfit.
everyth ing.
J&y & Bee, 1825 s. Lawnda.le Ave••
toilet r.rtlclea and household necessitdes, r easonably
priced. Free particulars. Drown Chemical Company, Chicago; coin, 25 cts.Dept. 226, St. Loui::;, Mo.
BEANENTERTAINER. Mako fun 1md money. Sur
hit method. post-paid, 25 cents. '\Veidley Pub. Co.•
AGENTS- Men or Women. A rt'l.I honest to goodn'i'es
re Us l ~elt line-over 350 llrht-welght, nopular-:Driced ~56 So. 52nd St.• Philadelphia , Pa.
nece...sitics.
$8 PATENTS, Trademark, Copyr1gbt-Coremost word free.
P•Y 100 p er cent. commission.
a day can bo mado at th• atart. No capital; no exLong experience
:on.tt>nt solicitor. Prompt advice.
perif:·nre reQu ired. Enormou1 demand; sells fast; bl: char.:eJ very r easonable. Correspendeoc9 solicited, Ror e:oeatera. Valuable territory ovcn-a.11 or &PP.I& tfme. &Ult& procured. Metz1rer, W a~hlngton. D. c.
Eiegant agent's outfit fUrnisheU Free. Write to-day.
Po3tal will do. American Products Co., 3153 American ELECTRICAL 'l'attoolng Machine, $3. $5 and $1. C&ta
Blc! g. , f'incinnatl, Ohio.
logue for stamp. J . JI. Temke, 1019 Vine, K, Cin•
woii!ornFuL New Chemical. $l packaee; eQ.uals l50 cinnRtl. o.
gallons gasoline.
Eliminates Carbon.
50% more BOOKS-PHOTOS-NOVELTIES- Just what you wan t.
lfilt:::i.ge, l""o;Yer. Soecd, Guaranteed.
Whirlwind seller.
Dig c:i.talo,, 10 cts. Uniwd Sales Co.• S11rlngfielrl, Tl!.
Au t o Owners bi1 y on .1,ht.
100% prefit. Repeater.
Demons ti a ting racka.ge.
Terms.
T errito~"Y.
10 cts.
MOTION PICTURE PLAYS
11ostage. M:rers & Co., 22 Baird. Cambridge, Ohio.
AMBITIOUS WRITERS of Photoplnys, Short Storlet,
Poems, Songs, send today for Freo. valuable, In
ART AND DEN PICTURES
structtve book, "KEY TO SUCCESSFUL WRITING'
TWO DIMES brings you t en San Diego Views which including 65 helpful suggestions on writing a.ml selUnr.
you may r et urn hera for mailing, ''Fun.'' "Chris· Atlas PubUshJng Co .. 522 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, O.
tie's,,, 232I-5th, San Die&'O, Cal.
PERSONAL
PICTU R ES-Rathlnz Girls, ten 50 eta. Magicnl cards,
WHY BE LON ESO M E?- Jo!n our club, nnd make fn ..
d c-'.: k $1. Bflehife Co.. 4658 E•ans, St. Louis, Mo.
tercstinr friends. Send stam pcd envelope. National
GIR L PICTURES- Real "Classy"; 16 (all d11l'erent) nuraau, 22H N. Ilalsted St., Chicago, Ill.
$1.00; tll'O samn1os. 25 eta. (nothlni: vulgar). Unlted
MARRY-liany rich; pnrtlculars for stamp.
Mrs.
S•leo Co.. S'vrlni\'lle!d, m.
Yonlson, 8053 W. Holden S't. , Seattle, Wash.
PHOTO'S GIRL r~ODELS, Daring vosea, aam1>les 25
cts. Dozen $1. 50. Shimmfe Dancer, ahe'a allve, boys, iNBTANTRADER, batd-:-Obtained secret and crew hair
completely.
Many oth er . cases.
You should tr:r
Oriental Hula Bula
1ampl& 25 c~.
DOzen $1.50.
Dancer, s:i.mple 25 cts. Dozen $1.50. Book Expos inc Kota.lko, regardless ot wh at you u st"d before. Sold by
druggists.
Or
a
end 10 cents tor proof box, auarantee
sporting
goo'lS
catalo~e
•amblini:' 25 cts. Illustrated
postpaid.
t-estimonla
ls,
Kotalko
Offices, BC-370,
and
10 cts. Hamilton's Company, Barnes City, Iowa.
Sta.ttoa X, New Yorlt.
-SUSINESS-oP·P-ORTUNiTIES- IF YOU WANT ~ wonderful little wife, write Mra.
SIO MONTHLY i nvested In Florida oyster culture pays
Box 749.
Chicago,
Willard.
Illinois.
enclostnt
estimated inc.ome $100 per month unt ll eud or world. stamped envelope for reply.
Fretf intorma.tlon- 12,000 worcts--Jncludlng u. B. GovIF
LONESOMELadlos'
Memb~rshlp
Free.
MARRY
ernment quotations, Golernment $I0,000 survey, aworn
Gentlemen's Membership two months 25 cents. Ono
gtatcments.
Florid& Board of Trade, .Apalachicola., year,
$1.00. Copy ruembf' rs names, addresses, 10 cent..
.Florida.
Sweetheart's Magazine, Barnes City, Iowa.
COINS AND STAMPS
PIMPLES-Acne erupttons, f&ee or body; I know the
$2 TO $500 EACH paid tor hundreds of old cotns
cause. my intern al treatment removes IC; my special
dated b_e fore 1895. Keep ALL old money. Send 10 external preparation eradicates a.II blemishes and rects. for New Illstd . Coin Book, 4x6, showing Guaranteed stores nRt:urat skin. Booklet for 1tamp. Dr. Roclcera.
Prices. You may hn.ve Va.lua.ble coina. Clark& Coln 185 East 47th St.. Chicago.
Co., Box I 56. Le Roy, N. Y.
WRITE Lill ian Sproul. Station JI, Cleveland, o .. It
you wish a pretty and wealthy wile. Enclose stamped
FOR SALE
ONE POUND of olrt macazines, mail order papers, envelope.
etc.• 20 cts. Durso, Dept. 39, 25 Mulberry St., LONELY MAIDEN, 26. would marry. Write for pieN ew York Cl<y.
ture. Box 1501{, Syracuse. N. Y.
HARDWOOO LAND In .Antrim. Kalkaska, and Otsee-o MARRY. Successful *'Home }.faker." Hundreds rich.
counties, Mich., at only $15 to $30 per ncre. Small
Conftd.ential,
reliable. yeara• experience, descrtptiOWI
down paym.cnt, easy terms: An opportunity to ~et a free. The Successful
Club. Box 556. Oakhmd, Cal.
farm l\OIDC? close to m:i.rkets, echools, churches and
railroads at a bargain pdce.
Some tracts on lakes MARRY RICH, hundreds anxtous, dcscripU~ llst frett,
and streams . Write today for big free booltlet. SW!·
satlsractlon ~aranteed. Select Club. Dept. A. Rapid
GAR'l.' M-1268, Fir11t National Bank Bldg., Chicago, Ill. City, So. Dak.
SILK REMNANTS. Largest packages yet offered. Square SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOO KS 0 F MOSES. Egypt1&11
or atamped satin free with every packace. 15 eta.
secrets. lilack ar t, otller rare books. Catalog free.
Silk Manufacturers .A2ency, Portlancl. Me.
Star Book Co .. 4-R-21, Camden, N. J.
MARRY:
Thousands cougcnlal people, \lOrth from
HELP WANTED
$1,000 to $50,000 seeldng- earJy marriage, dascriptton1.
WANTED-I, 500 Railway Tratlic Inspectors: no
photos. introductions tree. Sealed. Either sex. Send
rfence; train for this profession thru spa.re time home .. no money. .Address Standard Car. Club, Grayslake, Ill.
atudy; easy terms: $110 to $200 monthly and enenses
l'Uarantccd. or money bade. Outdoors; local or travel- 'OET MARRIED-Best Matrimonial paper publlshod.
Malled FREE. Amert can Distributor. Suite 2lf'.
tnr; under bla mo11 who reward ability. Get Free
Bookle t, CM-IOI.
Standard Business Training Inst., lll•lrsvllle. Penna.
B Uft'a lo, N. Y.
MARRY-FREE PHOTOS beautiful ladles; descrinUona
and directory; pny when m..irried. New Plan Co.,
MEN WANTED for Detecttvo Worlt. Exoerff'l1 ce unnecessary. 'Write J. Ganor, Former U. s. Govt. De- Deur. 245. l{nnsas City. Mo.
tecUve, 132. St. J...ouis, Mo.
MARRY-MARnlAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
descriptions tree. J•ay when married. 'l'he E:xchante,
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and wom en
tor secrf't ln'festli:a ti on in your dlittrfet. "'rite c. T. Tit>pt. 54~. KansM City. 'Mo.
Ludwi g, 521 We !'tov~r Bid!! .. Knnsns f'l~v. ;\fn ,
OVERSTOUT?-Rndnce ,teat.lily, become slender, &ttraeDETECTIVES eiun big money. T r~.ve l attd good OP·
portunt tie~. We show you how. ¥.'rite American gts~~e~r '~~~ii:d~.: r~~~-o b~g~h~~r~~n if~~h!elJo.~n~c~lf\:
School g( Crlminolou. Dept. lli, Dotrolt. l4lch.
Station x. New York.
,,,.

••

by pro!essiona.l stenographers,
U Stld
nic i p~l. corporation, r eportiug work.

w.

••

•xve-

SCIENT IFIC

YOUR LIFE STORY in tllo stor•.

d1mt> for tritll reading.

Semi blrUt deto ancl

A CLOCK
OF
BUILT
STRAW.

Sher~n1m. ·ll, apld Ci t.y, S. D.a.k.

AllTROLOGY-STA RS T ELL. LIFE ' S ST ORY. · Sen d
birt hdaie and dime for trlB l r caUlnc. E dci1, -1307

::: 3;._.- - - 1e-treraon, Kansas C1tY, .Mo. .Ava r.:::U!::''::.;°'":.....:7,;:.

SONGWRI T ERS
the 1>ublic'9 d ema nd l or
aonn sui t.able for dancil1~ 11.nd !.ilc or.i'<>rr.L?nitlos
sreatly cb acged condJtloos or!'er new w:.-it.ers, oi:ltaJuablo

llONGW RI TERS l- Learn ol

l~~~ ~:~~ ·~~~~iwfu~er:~n~!a~~1t~~n~~ C~~;~1~;;e a~~[~1~I~~

and advice. \Ye r evleo potim~. com.:1c.se music, se-cure
copyrirht 2nd fac!l!r.s.te tree publ!ceiwu er l': 1 tri&ht a:tie
of 1on1s. Kni~kerbocktT f::,tud!os, ~::S2 Ga.i.cl.Y li ld~ ..

NeW Y01k.
LEARN HO W TO WRIT E A SONG . llot.~ worus anu
music. A. Compl ote Course b:; Mall. Sond TODAl
for CIRCUJ.Ail. P laza Jd.usio Servi~ . 18 Hudsl)n S't. .
Worces ter, Mas!:.:·_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __
Wl!ITE Tl-! ·E-· WC! ROS FO R A $ 0 ~40 1 Wo will wr!t<
tb a mus.it; uncl auar anlil-.: pl;bl!catlon on a roy.alt.i
bae.b. S;:b:nli ;ioen' ' vn fWY suldcct. ~! t on ~1:...i~t:
Com p::.ny. ~:::o S. M1ch lga:\ Ale., ll.l)om 122, Chf<':!i:OW RJTE A-~O ~iGPOEM--J. ('~ musfo :11~ ·:1":(1.J~-;:s. nira !')Ul:lica tlr)n. St'ih! I"~•;I!l. today. E . lTa.u!!.rm
1810 B reach~·::.". 11.oom lCi. Chlcc:go.
W R IT E-A-.->O ?i°H- PO E M -Love,- :hfothar:-Ut.r~e. Comk
or any ~·Jb.ioct. I curr.;io;;e ID!li:IJc ru~d gu arantee
E d~ard Trent, 6gll
Send words tcday.
p1J.bllca:i o.1.
Roa.per l11oek, Cltlcago.
WR ITE Hi, - Woriii"s FO R A S OIJG. We 1'6T!so po-~
EUd ~ ar o.nt"tl to scc11ro publi c:&tior..
rr.u~ ic
wri t~
Eroadwa.y StudiOb,
Submlt tl<iCtn!S on any sub ~ cct.
. - ----185C, Fit?.b!lra. ld Buildin,!, :Kew Yo:!t:..

EXPOSES RARI! SECRETS Atc:J TR ICKS
1 book, 011 Made & Sleir;ht-of-Hand; 1

book, on Mind ReAdln g ,loug &sh ort dis-

tance • 1 b ook on Hypnotism e.nd P.t:Im
:? stry; i book,FireEa-tingTricks e~osed;
1 book, Vaudeville Act s; 1 book, Fortune
T elling_;, 1 b ook, I nterpr e t.in :,r D reams ;
-lJoke ,tjOok;l bool<, on Ve'l trilo'\.uiBm;
1 book, Tricl<s with C:.rds; 2 .,ooks,
ST A M!.ViER.ING
H ow to make R~"l C" n dies; 50 Re!\l Money MakIT·STU· T- T·TERl NG aud st r:.mm~ rin g cur ed 1.t home. in g p roceeges ; Magic Age Tabl e;
(coin ) &
W alter l!cl>onntsll. Hi Wonder ful Memoryt rick,«t o.all for
ln1tructha booklet fr~· e.
2cpo•ta.g e.
. - - - - - Cl..A XO TRICK.CO. ll.. t 8 2 Now Have n .Conn.
C'•otom a.c Tiank Bldc .. ·"·~pJ~!n~'-'to"-n'"'.-'D'-'.-'
4

I

1QC

THEA TRI CAL

GET ON THE ST A GE. I t•ll you h ow l Send S ets.
pe&ta"e !or i llusU"at ed Stage Book an d fu U pa.r·
tJeul&rs. H . La.D elle, Bex ts57. LOl!I A.n~ul •s . Cal.

T OBACCO HABIT

TOBA CC O or Suutr H abl t cured

cu red. R emedy
Dalllinore . Md.

HD t

ou tr1e l.

or no pay, $1 !1
Suporbl\ Co., PC

TOBA CCO !CI LLS M ANLY V IGOi! . Quit habi t eully
A.DJ' form , chel'flng. snHtktng- or :nrnfl' , cured or D..
charire. If cured. $1. Sto p~ cradug, h armlelL Jru l'
temedy on L-:!:il. P erk!ns Co. , B-:n Hutina, NNrr

QUICK HAIR CROWTH!
Bex Free To Yeul

Stop Using aTruss
Yes, atop tt. y ou

lr_11ow

by your own exper:tence

it is on!y a make·shlft,

ll !.ilse p rop aptnst a

c ollapsin£wat1, and t h d
!t 19 undermL'1inz you r

~~~~;, ~~i; Wi 'Ji~:.'t;
~e~n~C?ttfu~f~;e~o~~~
0

torturous tr usses am be

!~d0 ft~s

:ita6;gie~~rO

OtuP.rt' c PLAP AO·PADS
0

~~: ~ i ~'1 ~1"e a':,~rh~~J!;r;

tnade self.ad hesive i>Ur..

gr;~ 112!~ f~~~ro~t~~

arrangementto hold the
p arts securely ln pl2co.
N O STRAl'B ,

PILES

DON'T BE CUT

Until Y ou Tr y This
Wonderful Treatmen t.

My internal method
of treatment is the
correct one, and is sanctioned by the best
informed physicians and surgeons. Oint. ments, salves and other local applications
give only t emporary relief.
U J'•U llan piles in any f orm write for a l'REE
umple of Pafle'• Pll• Tablets a nd you w ill
b less the d ay tha t you read th.is. Write tod a y,
E. R. PAGE, H9B, Page Bld_g., Mars_hall, l\lic~.

•t

G0I re

BUCKLES C R
&PR INCS
ATTACHE !>0

Treated at bonie; 110 pain ; ao ca:u
d ;roctlo•• or• ! olloweJ. tsuCC• NfullF u.ed {\:r lii
yoan. Writ. for Fr~ • Boulc!e t n.ad
t et'timonlala . (.!! Cl ,.- R £ N a: C O_.
fSS w..1 UHi S t..Hlo C:M._

;r It t•ll'!, a f ter

cannot s If p , ee>

.
~-

.

·

chafe or
cannot
p ress o.aalnst tha
pubic bone.

Theuaa:"l dS hiiv• treated themaelv•• ln the privacy

or

th• h ome, and report m ost obstin ate casea cured-no

::~:.v !~°l>r!g!!'; or r~~o~~;;·;~·~-;~:a~!:o ~~t:;;~;d;
8

1

8

1

no use for tru!!lscs. Awarded Gold .Medal Jnte rn ailonal

:::::11~<>;:;. ~:::d~~~~Rf[t;:&P~o. f~~;isl~~~!~
l"la~~-~ ..~ ~185 S~aart Bldll , St.Lou la ,)fo,

$

f2 te

O LD COI NS W A NTEl>
.U:A CH pa id fe r H uuureds ot

~;;oo

Coins aate tl l>etere 1SU5. K e•p A.LL old
llfoney. You ma y haTe Co in s .... o r t ll a
Senti l Oc. fe..r ne w
Lar~e P r emiu m.
Illu strated Coln Val ue B ook. size h ti.
Ge t P os t ed nt Once.
ci...uuo,; CO.l.N co., .u • .x a;;, Le .ao.r. N. :r,

I

From Switzerland, the home of
t he watch a nd
c 1 o ck industry,
comes the description of a clock
made en!irely of
straw and willow
withes. Of cour se
t here is n o parti cular value in
use of t hi s mater ial, except to
clemonstrate the
ingenuity of the
In
clock-maker.
this clock the re
is n ot a single
piece of metal.
Even t he chimes
ar e made of straw
put throug h a
special process , so
to g ive them a
rin g in g tone
when struck. Instead of the ordinary swinging
.pend u 1 um this
is provided with
a see-saw movement, there being
t wo weight s on
each side. One
great difficu lty in
making the int erior mech!'.nism
cf the clock was
to g et the proper
elasticity in the
sp rings, w h i c h
were pressed and
t u rned into coils
very much resembling C h i n e s e
b a mb o o . The
clock is nine fe et
high with a fa ce
inches
eighteen
in diameter. The
base is of wicker
c on s tr u c t ion
from which fou r
heavy l i n ke d
chains
straw
serve a s gu ys to
keep the clock
prop erly ba lanced. The movement
operat es twentyfou 1· hou rs on
win ding. It took
more tha n t hirty
months to com·
plete the clock.

OUR TEN-CENT

HAND

BOOKS

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 22. HOW TO llO SECONU 81GHT.-Heller" •ecDnd sight explained l.Jy bis former a ssi stant. Fred liunt,

Jr. Explaining bow the secret dialogues were car ried on

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
- - LA~EST I SSUES - 1014 The Liberty Boys on the Watch; or, The Plot to
Invade New York.
1015
at Fairfield; or, A Bold Dash Across the Sound.
1016
Sag Harbor Sortie; or, Marvelous 'Vork With
Col. Meigs.
1017
:: :i• ! the t;;ipsy Spy; or. Learning the Enemy's
Secrets.
1018
anj t he "Wicked Six": or, The Plan to Kidnap
' 'Vashiui:-ton.
ancl "':liad Mary"; or, Fighting Among the
1019
Hills.
1020
Intliau ft unner; or, T11rashlng the Red Raiders.
1021
in Cauvus Town; or, The Wors t Place in Old
New York.
1022
on tbe Delaware; or, Holding l?ort Mililin.
1023
In Wyomi,ug Valley; or. Dick Slater's Narrow•
est Escape
10~-!
nnci the l"igbting Parson; or. The Brave Rall y
at f!ahway.
102;;
a ~ ~~:ir-Ilule Swnmp; or. Cornered Ly 11 Regi·

..

betw~cu the magician and the boy ou the stage; also
f il'i11g itll tuc codes aud signals.
:l\o. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-~hls little
book gives the explanation to all kinds of drenllls. together with lucky and unlucky days.
No. 24 . HOW '1'0 wih1'E LETTERS TO GENTLEMKK.-Coutuiuiug full instructions for wrltini:: to i::entlemeu on all suhjects
No. 25. H OW TO BECOME A OYMNAST.-Con tninlnl(
t u!! in stl#lctions tor all kinds of gymnastic sports and
at hletic exercises. Emhracing thirty-live illu strn tions.
Ur Protessor W. Macdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO uo·w. SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.
-.b' ully illustrated. l•'ull instructions are given in this
little book, together with instrnctions o:i swllllrnlng anti
riding, compu.uion sports to boating.
10~ 7
No. 27. HOW ·ro RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIO:KS.- Coutainiu.g tbe most popula~ selections in use,
1028
comprising Dutch cllalect, French dialect. Yankee and
102!1
Irish dialect pieces. together witb many standard read10 ~ 0
tugs.
1031
No. 28. IIOW TO TELL FOR'l'UNES.-Everyonc Is de·
•irous of knowing what his future life will bring !ortll,
1032
whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty. You
can t ell by a g lance nt thi s little bool<. Buy on-c ancl Lie
1033
convin ced.
·
103!
No. 29. HOW TO BECO)l.E AN INVENTO.R.-Every . 103;;
bo y should know how inventions originate<!. This l.Jook
explains them all. ' giving exumples in electricity, hydrnn·
1036
llcs, magnetism, optics. pneumatics, mt-chanics, etc.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most Instructive
1037
book s on cooking ever published. It contains r ec ipes
ror cooking meats, fish. game, and oysters; also pieR,
1038
~uddings, cake!'. and all kinds or pastry. and a gruncl
10:~!)
eollection of r eel pcs.
1040
No. 81. HOW 'l'O BECO:UE A S.t'EAKER.-Contalning
?ourteen i!ln strat.ions, giving the different positions
1041
requisite to become a good sp.eaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from all the popular
1042
1 u tho rs of prose and poetry.
No. 82. HOW TO ltlDE A BICYCLE.-Cont.alning ID·
1013
1tructions for beginners. choice of a machine, lllnts on
training, etc. A complete l.Jook. Full of practical illuslOH
trations.
No. S5. now TO l'LAY GA~IES.-A complete and
1045
oseful little book. containing tbe rules und regul atio ns
ot billiards. bagatelle. l.Jackgammo~. uoquet. doml·
1046
noes. etc.
·
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CON UNDRUnts.-Containing
1047
all tbe leading conundrums of tbe day, amusing riclules.
curiou s ('Utcllcs a1H.l witty sayin.!.;s.
1048
For sa le by all newsdealers. or ffITI be sent to any
10-l\l
address ou receipt of price. lOc. per cupy , in
1050
money or stamps. by
1051
FRANK T<~USEY,
0

Publisher,

168 West 23d Street.

New York.

1052
1053

lOfi<~

HOW TO lU~KE LOVE
(NEW BOOK } Tells bow to Gel

Acquainted: How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow; to wio an Heiress: bow to catch
a Rich Bachelor; how 10 manage your
beau tomakehlmrroposc;how to make
your fellow or cir love you: what to do
before and after the wedding-'" Tell~
other things aecc~sary for I.o•ers to
know, Sample COJ'Y b~ mall 10 Clt!nts,

BOIAL BOOB; ()O,, llo:r. 168 iw. l'Orwaa. c;o.11.Qo
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11

on Pine Tree lllll; or, The Charge of the White
Horse Troo p.
'l'hrca t; or, Doing ns Tuey Said .
Afte r Delancey; or. 'l'he Bold es t Sweep ot AU
on a Foray; or, Hot Work With the Holders. •
and tl1P 1lohawk Chief; or, After St. Legei:'s
lndlnn s .
a~~wtLiy,;;rY Girl; or, The Scheme to D es troy

Surr ou nded; or, A During- Dash for Freedom
L~.~ Tower;_ or, Boinbanling tlie Stul.'ku<lc Port:
' ' 1tll the Pioneers ; or. At \Var Wit!, the Henegu cl~•.

Forlorn Hope; or. In tbe Time of tile .. Hard
\Yin te r ."
antl Captain Midnig h t; or. The Patriot Spy of
Sleepy llollow.
Girl En t' lll.Y; or. a Hard Foe to Fight .
Rifl~ Corp " ; or, 'l'hc Twent.v Dead Shots .
on Torn Mountain; or, Warm Work in the
Hamap o Valle.I'.
Prl sonf' r of \\'ar; or, Acting as Aids to Washin ~ton.

an cl Crazy .l anc; or. T be Girl Spy of the James
Tiiver.
~~1~:;1s~!~'f, Tarleton; or, G e tting E>en With a
an <l ;, !{eel
J<'i g hte1·s .

F ox"; or. Ont

With

the

Indian ·

..

aiiZ~~~~~~~rldge; or, The Patriot Boy and the

..

aml the Middy; or, Dick Slater's Escape From
the Flee t.
We!'k ,or Terror; or, Fighting in the WJiderness .
Gun Divi•lon; or, The Yankee Boy of Bedford.
11,,osk tn Foe; or, Th e Rattle In the \Voods.
The J,Jherty Boys at · Fort " 'ashlngton ·" or
;\!akin .<: a Brave Stand.
'
'
Afte r tbe Redcoats; or, The Battle of
H ead Neck /
on Swamp Island; or, Fighting tor Sumter.
Deadly Ene~; or. The Seeret Band of Three.
and the Black~py; or, A '.l.'errlble Ride for Life
in the 'l'rencbes; or, 'l'be Yankee Girl of Harlem'
Signal G.un; or. Rousing the People.
·

"
"

"
"
"
"

1055 "
1056 "

For sale by. all newsdealers, or will be sent to any ad.
dress on reCNI>t or price, 7c. per copy, in money or Vo&·
t age stom1>s, by

F'RANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEl\f

By JA::ll.ES P. COGAN
Prlc" 35 Cents Per Con
This book contains all the most recent-ellanges 1ll tn.
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons. covering every phase of seenario wrttlng, !rom the wost elemental to the most advancea
principles. This treatise covers everything a pcrsou
must know In ord e r to make money as a succeH.tlll
scenario writer. For sale by all News-d eniers and
Book-Stores If you cannot procure a copy, s end ua
the price, ~5 cents, In money or postnge stamps, IUld
we wlll mull ;vou o ne. postage tree. Address
L. S.ENAUENS, 219 Seventh Avf!., New York, :N. ~.

